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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Synopsis

The importance of insight in the flow behaviour of flowing fluidized

powders is indicated from the point of view of direct industrial

applications (transport of powders) and of more indirect applications

such as fluidized bed reactors, fluidized bed dryers.

The investigation reported here was started with the aimtogetinsight

in the flow behaviour of flowing fluidized powders.

A. In industry fluidized bed conveyors have been used frequently since
long (about 1949) for transporting several kinds of powders e.g.
fly ash, coal, dust, washing powders, plastic, metal powders,
alumina, cracking catalyst, sand and wheat.
This method has several advantages:
1. The simplicity of construction and operation of the installat

ion.
2. The low capital cost compared to mechanical methods.
3. The low running cost compared to pneumatic conveying, where

(very) high air velocities are used, causing high energy con
sumption.

4. The low maintenance cost compared to mechanical methods.
5. The minimal attrition of the transported powders compared to

the occurring particle degradation in pneumatic conveying.
6. The minimal wear of the carrying lines compared to the abrasion

of carrying lines in pneumatic conveying.
7. The system is completely closed which means:

the cleanliness of working
the low wastage of powder
the possibility to use high temperatures, if necessary.

8. The high attainable conveying rates.
Of course there are also drawbacks:
1. The direction of transport is almost restricted to the vertical.

In the case the direction is downwards the conveyor is called a
standpipe.
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2. Only powders with good fluidizing properties are suited for
handling.

More serious are the practical problems met, such as blockage of
the lines and the impossibility to reach the design capacity.

These problems cannot be solved yet satisfactorily because a
strong theoretical basement lacks, only experience and rules of
thumb are available.

B. An extended comprehension of the flow behaviour will clarify the
overall circulation in fluidized bed reactors. This overall circul
ation plays an important role in the occurring mixing process. The
mixing influences the mass transfer, heat transfer and conversion
rate, the most important parameters.

C. Knowing the flow in undisturbed systems, the next step is to get
information about systems containing obstructions for flow, e.g.
pipe bundles, artificial or spontaneous bubbling.

i. The flow around rising bubbles is of importance for an insight
in the coalescence and splitting up of bubbles, a process
which in freely bubbling beds is continuously occurring.

ii. For the mass transfer and the cloudl() thickness the flow around
rising bubbles is of great importance. The cloud thickness is
certainly influenced by the flow around the bubbles, while
the cloud thickness influences the mass transfer from the
dense phase to the bubble phase.

iii. The influence of obstructions on the flow is not understood
sufficiently. Heat transfer from pipe bundles to fluidized
beds is rather common however. The mainly empirical know
ledge of the heat transfer in such systems is not yet under
stood well.

The approach followed here to solve the rheological behaviour of
flowing powders is more fundamental compared to most literature

studies. These are briefly discussed in chapter 2.

l() The cloud is that part of the dense phase around the rlslng
bubble where the interstitial gas is in direct convectional
exchange with the bubble gas.
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The experimental measuring techniques used are described in section
3.1. Section 3.2 contains a brief description of the conventional
measuring devices. A new technique to measure the velocity profile in
flowing powders using radioactive labeling techniques is described
in chapter 4.

Chapter 5 gives the measuring results, conclusions and suggestions
for further investigations.

1.2 Basic concepts

Synopsis

The most common rheolog~cal models are briefly mentioned. The most

fundamental parameters are introduced.

For a good understanding of the following chapters some basic concepts
are supposed to be known. For the sake of completeness these will be

briefly mentioned in the following. Several models, describing the
rheological behaviour of liquids exist:

1. The most simple one suggests a linear relation between T and y.
Fluids, obeying this law, display a so-called Newtonian behaviour:

T = -]J y

The constant ]J represents the dynamical viscosity.

2. Other materials show a shear only when the shearing stress exceeds
a certain minimum value: the yield value TO' For values of T with:

IT I > TO

the relationship is linear.
Thus: y = 0 for

Materials behaving as such are called Bingham plastics.

3. When the rate of shear increases more than linearly with the shear
stress without occurrence of a yield value the material is said to
show a pseudo-plastic Denaviour.

n-1
T = -]J a Iylin< 1
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where ~a is the apparent viscosity.

4. Dilatant behaviour implies an increase of ~ less than linear

with T, without existance of a yield value TO:
n-l

I ~I v n > 1
T = -lla I I

Models 3 and 4 are also called power law models.

5. The Eyring model describes the rheological behaviour as follows:

T = A arcsinh (-By)

which implies pseudo-plastic behaviour for finite values of T and
reduces to a linear relationship in the limiting case, when T

approaches zero:

----............
;;...

1

- y

1. Newtonian behaviour
2. Bingham plastic behaviour
3. Pseudo-plastic behaviour
4. Dilatant behaviour
5. Eyri ng mode1

Figure 1.1 Sketch of the relationship between shear stress and shear
rate for some common used models.
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'V •
T 'V -AB y

The dynamical viscosity approaches the limiting value AB.
In Figure 1.1 these relations are sketched.

From the relation between shear stress and velocity gradient the
velocity profile can be calculated. This will be done here for one
simple case: the axial symmetrical flow in a cylindrical tube (radius

R).

From a simple force balance follows:

dP + 1 d ( ) 0az r or rT =

where ~ is the pressure gradient in the direction of flow (z). By
integration the expression for T is obtained:

T (r) =.!:. (- ~)2 uZ

i. For Newtonian flow this equation leads to:
1 dP 2 r 2

v(r) = 4U (- az) R (1 - :7) + vwall
~ R

If vwall is zero this reduces:

R
2 dPv(O) = vmax = 4U (- az)

v - 1 V
- 2 max

2
vir) = 2(1 - -:z)
v R

ii. The Bingham flow behaviour leads to:

R2 2r
v(r) (1- (p/ --; (1 - ~))(- ~) R>r>r=lfiJ + vwa11 0

R2 r 2r
v(r) =lfiJ (1+ (;l -T)(-~) + vwa 11 r >r>O

0-

where ro = 2T /(_ dP)
o az

If vwall is zero:

R2 r 2 2ro r dP
v(r) = 4iJ (1 - (R) R (I- R)) (-az)

R2 ro 2 2ro dP
v(r) = 4iJ (1+ (r) - R) (- az)

5
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gives:iii. The power law model
1 n+1

v(r) =~ (- ~) 0 . nQr (R n

If vwall is zero:
1 n+1

v = 1 (_ dP)o n R-n-
41 az 1il+1

n+1
vir) =~ (1 _ (~)-n-)
v n+l t\

n+1
n- r

i v. The Eyri ng mode1 1eads to:

v(r) = 2Aap [cosh (~ (- ~») - cosh (~ (- ~))] + vwall
B(-az)

If vwall is zero:

Graphs of v/v for the case that vwa11 = 0 are given in Figure
1. 2.
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t
v( r)
----y-

0.1 0.5
+ r/R

1.0

1. power law n=
2. power 1aw n=3
3. Eyring

4. power law n=1/3
5. Newtonian
6. Bingham (ro=O.5R)

7. Bingham (ro=O.9R)

Figure 1.2 Sketch of the velocity profile of flowing material in a
cylindrical pipe according to several models.
The shear stress variation is also indicated.
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List of symbols

A

B

n
dP
dZ
R

r

-v

constant in Eyring model
constant in Eyring model
constant in power law
pressure gradient
radius of pipe
radial position
radius of the plug (Bingham model)

local velocity of flowing medium
averaged velocity of flowing medium
maximum velocity of flowing medium
wall slip velocity of flowing medium

[-]

[s]

[- ]
-3[Nm ]

[m]

[m]

[m]
-1[ms ]
-1[ms ]
-1[ms ]
-1[ms ]

Greek symbols

,
'0

rate of shear
dynamical viscosity
apparent viscosity (power law model)
shear stress
yield shear stress
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[Poise]
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introduction

Synopsis

A general discussion is given about the use of liquid viscosimeters in

fluidized beds. The infZuence of bubb:es is described. The discrepancy

between liquid fluidized beds and gas fluidized beds is mentioned.

The important quantities describing the rheological behaviour are

summarized. Some general trends of the measured fluidized bed visco

sity are given.

In literature many reports can be found describing investigations
concerning the rheological behaviour of fluidized powders. Many in
vestigators only mention the concept of viscosity in describing the
rheological behaviour. It is, however, not clear that this concept is
applicable and if so one can question if this concept is sufficient
in describing the rheological behaviour. It is not proved that a
fluidized system behaves Newtonian.
Often a viscosimeter is used, essentially developed for the use in
liquids such as: Stormer viscosimeters (where the force on the blades
of the rotor is measured as function of the rotation speed), Couette
viscosimeters (where a set of two concentrical cylinders is used, one
is rotating, the other is kept stationary; the torque needed to pre
vent rotation of the second cylinder is measured), falling or rising
ball viscosimeters (the drag on a moving ball is determined), torsion
pendulum viscosimeters (where the decay of amplitude of the oscillat
ion with time is measured) and others. In these cases a moving measur
ing device is put in a stationary fluidized bed. In contrast to most
authors Grace [3] did not use an extra measuring device in a station
ary bed, but made use of rising bubbles. It is also possible to use a
stationary measuring device in a flow of fluidized powder. This kind
of measurements involves measurements in inclined channels or closed
horizontal channels.

The frequent use of conventional viscosimeters is readily understand
able since, just like in liquids, also in a fluidized bed a resistance
against flow exists. This resistance is a kind of internal friction
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between the particles and resembles the concept of "viscosity" used in
describing the rheology of liquids. The friction is caused by statical
forces, such as electrostatical forces, v.d.Waals forces, capillary
forces, as well as by dynamical forces, which are due to the particle
motion. It will be clear that the shape of the particles, the inter
particle distances (which are directly related to the bulk porosity),
the gas velocity and the gas vi scos ity will i nfl uence thi s "vi sco
sity". However, the structure of a 1iquid differs considerably from

the fl ui di zed bed structure. Secondly the 1iqui dis a one phase system
while a fluidized bed is at least a two phase system: solids and
fluidizing medium, where the fluidizing medium is moving in one, well
defined direction.

The problems met when trying to determine the viscosity of high con
centrated suspensions only partly reflect the difficulties to be
encountered in a fluidized bed. The use of measuring devices in rela
tive motion with the fluidized bed will cause disturbances. It is a
well-known fact that every obstacle in a fluidized bed causes prefer
ential bubbling along the walls of the foreign object, moving or not.
A moving object causes breaking up of rising bubbles improving in this
way the fluidization quality. The usual rise pattern is disturbed too.
Hhen the fluidized bed is freely bubbling additional problems occur.
The fluidized bed consists in that case of two distinct phases: a
dense phase and a bubble phase. Because in the bubble phase there are
no particles it is more plausible to speak about a viscosity of the
dense phase rather than of an overall viscosity of the fluidized bed.
When using a measuring device in a bubbling fluidized bed an overall
viscosity is measured.
The bubbles will create also phenomena,which cause additional diffi
culties:

i. Extra overall solids circulation will be induced by the bubbles
causing an increased shear stress.

ii. When a bubble hits the measuring device the shear stress will
locally reduce to zero.

iii. Rising bubbles create extra momentum transport causing extra
mixing and breaking up of boundary layers. This gives an increase
in the shear stress at the measuring device.
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iv. Depending on the measuring method the bubbles might influence
the motion of the measuring device.

v. The conditions for which the usual relationship between shear
stress and shear rate holds (i.e. laminar flow) are disturbed
heavily.

For all these reasons it makes no sense to measure the "viscosity" in
a bubbling fluidized bed. It is a great pity that most authors do not
recognize this problem and do not mention if the bed in which they

measured was freely bubbling or not. Only from the gas flow rate one
can guess that in many cases this has been the case.

All methods in a stationary fluidized bed using an extra measuring
device assume that the investigated medium sticks to the surface of
the measuring device. Because the fluidized bed is less coherent than
a liquid it is quite possible that slip occurs, especially when the
surfaces of the measuring device are rather smooth and hard or the

device is moving rather rapidly. The assumption that the medium sticks
to the measuring device should always be checked. A verification,
however, often lacks in the reports.
The size of the measuring device has to exceed the particle size
considerably and has to be small compared to the fluidized bed dimen
sions. This condition is mostly no problem.
The most serious problem is the porosity variation that occurs near
the moving foreign body. The "viscosity" \'Iill certainly depend on the

interparticle distances as has been outlined in the foregoing. Because

it is impossible to measure accurately the local bulk porosity near
the measuring device without disturbing the fluidized bed behaviour
and/or the viscosity measurement the obtained information is insuffi
cient: At best the averaged bed porosity is obtained. But to relate
the measured viscosity to the actual existing porosity at the wall of
the measuring device seems impossible.
Another shortcoming is that it happens that assumptions are made con
cerning the rheological behaviour e.g. Newtonian behaviour or concern
ing the flow e.g. laminar flow. But often no investigations are
reported that allow a check of the validity of the assumptions,
therefore the evaluation of the measuring results is sometimes doubt
ful.
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Measurements using rising bubbles as measuring device seem very
attractive because no additional disturbing devices are used. On the
other hand the evaluation of such measurements is doubtful. The
equations of Grace [3] are based on measurements of rising bubbles in
liquids and relate the shape of the bubble to its Reynolds number. The
pressure field around a gas bubble in a fluidized bed, however, is not
comparable to the pressure field around a gas bubble in liquid. This

is caused by the flow of gas (from the dense phase) through the gas
bubble (i.e. bubble phase). This effect will certainly influence the
rising velocity and the shape of the bubble strongly.

There are also measurements in liquid fluidized beds which are cer
tainly interesting but these are not comparable to measurements in
gas fluidized beds because of the following reasons:

i. In liquid fluidized beds only homogeneous fluidization occurs.
No bubbles are present in the bed.

ii. The degree of expansion is quite different in liquid fluidized
beds compared to air fluidized beds. The particle-particle inter
action, which is very important in air fluidized beds, is absent.

iii. In liquid fluidized systems the viscosity of the fluidizing
medium -the liquid- is that high that it is no longer allowed to
neglect it, as can be done in air fluidized beds.

In literature many papers can be found concerning the viscosity of
fluidized stationary beds or the flow properties of powders -fluidized

or not- in horizontal and inclined channels.

From the introduction (section 1.2) it will be clear that there are
three important quantities, characterizing the rheological behaviour:

1. The wall slip velocity, i.e. the velocity of the fluidized bed at
the walls of the measuring device (when using conventional viscosi
meters in stationary fluidized beds) or at the walls of the channel
(when measuring in channels containing a flowing powder).
This quantity is not mentioned generally when using viscosimeters
and is moreover difficult to estimate. In measurements in flowing

powder the velocity at the walls and bottom of the channel is
mostly assumed to be equal to zero. However, a check if the velo
city at the bottom actually is zero mostly lacks.

12



2. The yield value of the shear stress. At the start of this investi
gation prelimenary measurements were carried out using a hollow

cylinder, coated with a thin rubber foil to prevent slip, in a
small gas fluidized bed (0 9 cm). These measurements [40,41J
showed the problems and difficulties occurring in this kind of
experimentation. Therefore another way for studying the rheological
behaviour was sought which is described in this thesis. Our measure
ments revealed clearly, however, that a certain minimum shear stress
is required to induce a motion of the fluidized bed. In literature
the possibility of the existence of a yield value is often not
mentioned. When assuming Newtonian behaviour this is not surprising,
because this flow behaviour does not account for a yield shear
stress.

3. The viscosity of the fluidized bed. Reading papers concerning the
rheological behaviour of fluidized systems one gets the impression
that often the attention is solely focussed on the viscosity value.
It will be clear, however, from the foregoing that this concept
only partly describes the flow behaviour of fluidized systems.

Concluding one can say that it seems very difficult to obtain reliable,
sufficiently accurate measuring results when trying to determine the
rheological behaviour of fluidized powders. Especially when using con
ventional viscosimeters care has to be taken when interpreting the
measurements.
Some general trends can be given:
1. the viscosity value is of the order of magnitude of 0.1 to 10 poise.
2. the viscosity decreases with increasing gas flow rate i.e. with

increasing porosity.
3. the viscosity decreases with decreasing particle size

(50 ~m < up < 400 ~m).

2.2 Literature survey concerning the viscosity of fluidized powders

Synopsis

A review is given about the literature concerning viscosity of

fluidized powders, swrrmarized in three tables.
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Table 2.1 Measurements with conventional methods in stationary, air fluidized beds

! I

Q)
Q) C> C>
U '- to to
to Q) ~ rtl
Q) '- '- +' '--0 '- E '-
'-Q) 0 Q) :::>0 Q) 2:-0).0 ..<:: E~ In ..<:: -0 Q)

4--E +' -ortlE rtl+' 3 N
0) :::> :::> Q)'r- U Q) 0) 0 fo"'-'-to rtl .0 -o~ EE "'- In

1,2 Ashwin/ 6.6 torsion graphite coated 125.4/304.8 narrow
Hagyard 7.6 pendulum she 11 ac spheres

3 Grace 14 rising ba110tini 60/550 narrow
bubble silversand 72/500 narrow

synclyst catalyst 52 wide
magnesite 240 wi de

4 Leont'ev 10.5 floating quartz sand 220 narrow
ba 11

5 ~~a theson 4.6 Stormer synthetic cracking 47/254 narrow
catalyst (spherical)
catalyst (irregular) 45/456 narrow
sand 28/96 narrow
metaloxide (spherical), 163 narrow
iron (irregular) I 33 narrow

6 Kramers 8.6 Stormer riversand I %130 ra ther wi d,~

i %180 rather wide
I

7.'0 Ohmae/ 6 Stormer po lyvi nyl acetate 277/755 narrow
Furukawa

I
beads

9 Diekman 10 Brookfield cracking catalyst 57/73 narrow

i
!

10 Fa-Keh 4.4S Brookfield glass beads 44/123 narrow
Liu SiAl cracking catalyst 45 narrow

Polystyrene beads 349 narro~1

11 v.d.Leeder 1. 0/ Brookfield spent cracking f\J70 wide
5.0 catalyst

12 Botterill 14 Brookfield bauxil ite 102 narrow
silica sand 80/300 wide
zircon sand %150 wide

13 Woodruff 6 Brookfield silica powder 20/60 narrow
titanium powder 25/50 narrow

14, SchUgerl 7.5 Couette glass beads 50/500 narrow
15 13.25 alumina plates 90 -

14.5 cork %50 wide
polystyrol 250 narrow
quartz 75/450 narrow
silica carbide 45/190 narrow

16, Lehman/ 19 Couette quartz 160 narrow
17 Ritzmann 36

50
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<:
o

+->
to
N '"..><

l
to
E
Ol
I-

"'OlOl
o en '"U l::"r-
"'tOO

or- S- 0
>~~

heterogeneous

heterogeneous

homogeneous +
heterogeneous

1<uo/umf<12; viscosity decreases wj!h
increaslng Uo and with decreasing dp

the viscosity of the dense phase is the
relevant quantity. The viscosity decreases
with decreasing 0[.. p

the theoretical expression shows a decrease
in the viscosity with increasing porosity.

0.5/3

7/9.5
8/12

'4

1
9

, 1.8/5.4

particulate

heterogeneous

heterogeneous

heterogeneous 1/4.6
0.3/1.8
1/4.6

0.9/2.5
5.8/261
4.8/34

0.26/6.5

no abso1ute va1ues were
15/80 arbit.units given
40/70 arbit.units
0.16/3.75
0.16/0.2
1. 4/67

0.16/1.6

0.06/3.4
0.8/2.1
3.2
2.6

16/64
18/48

0.7/22.5

no values for w were
given, only the torque
in arbitrary units.

packed bed/
homogeneous
heterogeneous

the viscosity decreases as the superficial
gas velocity increases and particle size
and particle density decreases.
spherical particles show larger viscosity
than irregularly shaped particles;
raddles-speed: 200 r.p.m.
1. 7<uo/umf<2. 9
paddles are replaced by a dumb-bell.
speed smaller than 30 r. p.m. The viscosity
decreases with increasing uo/umf
paddle speed 113 r.p.m.
the viscosity decreases as the flow rate
increases and ap decreases.
channeling and bubbling occured in the bed.
Higher particle density and coarser part-
icles cause higher viscosity.

two concentric, thin walled brass cylinders
were rotated. Viscosity decreases with
increasing flow rate, decreasing particle
size, decreasing bed weight

rotation speed up to 100 r.p.m. the torque
is independent of the rotation speed (0.5
50 r.p.m.); independent of roughness of the
cylinder, of the bed diameter (6.5-9.0 cm),
does not change when water is substituted
for air:

heterogeneous a hollow cylinder is used.

homogeneous +
heterogeneous

heterogeneous

heterogeneous measured viscosity depends on the location
in the bed
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Tabl~2.2 Measurements with conventional direct methods in liquid fluidized

, ~

I
E
u
~ QJ

QJ 0> 0>
U l- <= <=
<= QJ os: "0

~ ro
QJl- l- +-' l- 5- l-
l-QJ 0 QJ ::JO QJ
QJ ..0 .<: E III .<: -0 ~ QJ
4-E +-' -0 ro ro+-' 3

1-00-

N
QJ::J ;;: QJ'~

~~
0 .~

l-<= ..0 -0 0- III

18 Trawi nski falling glass beads 900/10000 narrow
ball

19 Prudhoe 3 fall ing glass beads 2100 narrow
ball

4 Leont'ev 10.5 floating polystyrene balls 410/500 narrow
ball
falling
ball

i

Table2.3 Measurements of air fluidized powders flowing through open inclined or
, ,

I

I ~ ~ ! QJ
QJ E E I 0>
U E <=
<= ~ ~~

~ ro
QJl- "- QJ.<: QJ l- E l-
l-QJ 0 <=+-' <=.<:

I
QJ ;::1.

QJ..o .<: <=0> <=+-' -0 QJ

.... E +-' ro<= ro-o 3 N
QJ::J ::J .<: QJ .<: .~ 0 f.oO- .~

l-<= ro u~ U3 0- III

20 Mori 85 50 sand 200 narrow
alumina 37 wide
bauxite 90 wide

21 Siemes 2.0 150 quartz sand 217 I wide

22, Neuz il , .808 43 corundum 500 narrow
23, ; Turcajova 1.2 glass beads 1000 narrow
24, sand 1100 narrow
25
26, Botteri 11 104/288 dune sand 138/185 wide
27 bauxil ite 102 narrow

1

28 catalyst 77

I
narrow

,29 ash 380/590 ~Iide

\30
31 I
~2 Muskett 2.4 75 sand 150 -

33 Mc Guigan 3.0 100/150 sand 150 wide

P4 Shinohara 1.2 42 gl ass beads 60-80 mesh

P5, Woodcock 6 100 Corvic 140 wide
/36
37 Singh .75 41 sand 241 wide

1.5

138 Ishida .954 39 glass beads 160/390 narrow/wid
porous alumina 230 narrow
sand 190 narrow
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stationary beds

,
0> >,<:
.~

....,
N '"
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A review will be given of some literature results in order to see how
other investigators tackle the problems. The review is summarized in
Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.

Table 2.1 contains viscosity measurements in stationary air fluidized
beds using conventional viscosimeters. For the sake of completeness
Table 2.2 gives some measurements in stationary liquid fluidized beds.
Measurements of air fluidized powders, flowing under gravity in
inclined channels, or by artificially induced pressure head in hori
zontal channels are summarized in Table 2.3.

2.3 Remarks and discussion about the literature

Synopsis

The literature is briej1y discussed. The measurements in a horizontal

flowing fluidized powder are discussed in more detail.

Ashwin [1,2] reported measurements of the kinematic viscosity of the
fluidized bed, v. In order to compare these results with measured
values of the dynamical viscosity ~ they have to be multiplied by the
bulk density Pb' which itself is a variable dependent on the super
ficial gas velocity (uo)' The actual dependence of Pb on Uo is not
reported, however.
The measurements of Grace [3] are based on a relationship between
Reynolds number and included angle of spherical cap bubbles rising in
liquids. The validity of the use of this relationship for bubbles
rising in fluidized beds is doubtful as outlined already. The method
excludes determination of non-Newtonian behaviour.
The viscosity is probably non-isotropic due to the greater transient
velocities of the particles in the vertical direction than in the
horizontal. It is well-known that the porosity near a rising bubble
is larger than the dense phase porosity elsewhere. In view of the
dependence of V on E this gives some doubt on the measurements.
The balls used in the measurements of Leont'ev [4] were coated with a
varnish causing a very smooth, hard surface. So slip between the balls
and the powder is not unlikely.
The measurements using a Stormer viscosimeter [5,6,7,8] are unreliable
because of the very high rotation speeds used (up to 200 r.p.m.)
which makes the occurrence of slip very likely.
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The measurements of Kramers [6] used a dumb-bell, which was certainly
not small compared to the bed diameter (75 mm and 86 mm respectively).
The wall influence cannot be neglected in this case.
The use of a hollow cylinder [9,10,11,12,13] instead of paddles
reduces the disturbances of the fluidized bed. But when no special
preventions have been made slip will occur along the smooth side wall.
When this slip is not measured the "viscosity" cannot be calculated
correctly.
Another problem is the evaluation of the measuring results. The ori
ginal Brookfield viscosimeter [9,11,13] is made and calibrated for
Newtonian liquids, using the standard massive spindles. A calibration
factor found by rotating the hollow cylinder in a Newtonian liquid is
not a priori applicable to fluidized powders. Our measurements [40,
41] show a different behaviour of the fluidized bed inside the hollow
cylinder and outside it.

The Couette measurements [14,15,16,17] are based on the assumption
that the velocity gradient extends over the entire space between the
two concentric cylinders. Our measurements [40,41], however, have
revealed that the velocity gradient extends only over a few milli
meters around the rotating cylinder, so the supposition about the
extent of the velocity gradient will in general not be correct. This
observation also rules out the possibility to describe the rheologi
cal behaviour as Newtonian.

The measurements in liquid fluidized beds [18,19,4] are, as pointed
out already, not representative for air fluidized powders. The use of
smooth, hard balls will cause the occurrence of slip [18,19,4]. The
large ratio of particle diameter/measuring device size for particles
of diameter exceeding 1000 ~ using balls of 25 mm diameter is cer
tainly inappropriate [18]. The discrepancy between measured and cal
culated values for ~ and the absence of difference in measured
value for 5200 ~m and 10000 ~m particles enforce the doubt.

The measurements summarized in Table 2.3 concern measurements in
inclined or horizontal channels through which the air fluidized powder
is flowing. Here too the fluidizing air velocity is mostly high: up to
six times the minimum fluidization velocity. Although bubbles will be
broken up by the flowing movement the fluidizing velocity is that
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high that bubbles must have occurred, especially when using powders
with a small range of homogeneous fluidization such as sand.

Many reports [20,32,35,36,38] are restricted to measurement of the
mass flow rate of powder as function of the fluidization air velocity
and the sloping angle. Sometimes [20,26/31,38] a velocity profile has
been measured. But because of the different resistance against flow
along the bottom plate and along the smooth glass side walls there
will be a velodty profile in both directions perpendicular to the
bottom and perpendicular to the walls. This is a complicating factor.
Pressure drop measurements give the total resistance of the walls and
the bottom together. In general moveable wall sections [26/31] or
other devices to measure the wall shear stress directly are necessary
to entangle both quantities otherwise one would be limited to the case
where one of the shear stresses is negligible compared to the other,
e.g. in very wide channels using very shallow beds. This procedure
-measuring the total shear stress and the wall shear stress separately"'
reduces the accuracy of the determination of the shear stress at the
bottom.

Siemes [21] derived values for the bed viscosity by measurin~ tne mass

flow rate, the bed height and the bed density, assuming that along
the walls and the bottom no slip occurs.
On the assumption of the analogy between the flow of fluidized powders
and liquids in inclined channels Neuzil and Turcajova [22/25] obtain a
friction factor for fluidized powder flow. The functional dependence
of the bed viscosity, supposed to be Newtonian, on the superficial
fluidizing air velocity is supposed to be comparable to the functional
dependence of the Newtonian liquid viscosity on the temperature.

Botterill [26/31] mea,sured the povlder velocity in a horizontai

channel locally by means of a self-built device [38]: a kind of anemo
meter (a rotor with twisted blades). The frequency of rotation meas
ures the "local" powder flow velocity. The device itself is that large
(about 3x1 cm) that it is impossible to measure the velocity nearer
than 20 mm from the wall. The averaged bul k velocity was measured with
a float, submerged for 90% of the bed depth. The dimensions of the
float cannot be found in the papers so it is not clear what part of the
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vertical cross section of the channel is covered by the vertical cross
section of the float. Which kind of "averaged" bulk velocity is meas

ured in this way is not clear.
The difference in pressure head is the driving force for flow.
This implies a decrease in bed height in the direction of flow. The
total shear stress across a certain section is measured by pressure
drop measurements. The shear stress at the wall is measured by a
moveable wall section. The shear stress at the distributor'can be
derived from these two quantities: the force due to pressure drop ~p

is the sum of the drag force acting on the vertical walls and the
drag force on the distributor.
The equivalent diameter, D , is defined in the most recent paper [31]

e
such that the differences in wall and distributor shear stresses are
accounted for:

De = 4 b.h/[('d/'w)b + 2h]

where b is the channel width
h is the bed height

'd is the distributor shear stress
'w is the wall shear stress.

Asimple power law model is used for the evaluation:
n-1

, = -)la lrl Y
n, the flow behaviour index is given by, using Rabinowitz equation:

d In(De ~P/4L)

n
d In(8iid/De)

-Where L is the section over which the pressure drop is measured, vd is
the averaged bed velocity.
Using Rabinowitz equation again the shear rate can be obtained:

. (dv 8iid 3n+1
-y = crr)wall = D (lfn)

e

The Rabin6witz equation only holds when the velocity at the wall is
zero. The author states that visual observation showed this to be true.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the flow curves for catalyst (77 )lm) and ash
(380 )lm) at various gas flow rates. The flow curve for ash shows a
transition from pseudoplastic behaviour (n<1) to dilatant behaviour
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Figure 2.1
Flow curves. 77 ~m catalyst in
140 mm wi de channel (Botterill
[31]).
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Figure 2.2
Flow curves. 380 ~m ash in
140 mm wide channel (Botterill
[31])

• 1.5 umf
• 1. 75Umf

A 2 umf•• 2.5 umf

(n>l). This can also be seen in Table 2.4. which gives the flow
indices and ~a-values for ash. sand and catalyst. The flow indices
for catalyst. ash and sand increase with increasing fluidizing gas
flow rate. while the ~a-values decrease with increasing fluidizing gas
flow rate. The influence of the channel width on the flow index is not
quite systematic: Aweak tendency seems to be present showing for
catalyst an increase in n with decreasing channel width (n<l) which
means a more Newtonian behaviour in channels of small width.
For sand no systematic trend can be given. For ash a slight tendency
can be seen showing a lal'ger deviation from Newtonian behaviour with
decreasing channel width. It is. however. not clear what the exact
meaning is of n and ~a (perhaps a kind of averaged profile?) because
it is known. also by the author. that the velocity profile depends on
the measuring height in the powder flow. This can be seen in Figures
2.3 and 2.4 showing velocity profiles at different heights. measured
by means of the anemometer.
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Materia1 Fluidization Channel n ]1a
condition width
(u/umf ) (mm)

77 ]1m catalyst 1.5 180 0.23 1.5
70 mm packed bed 1. 75 180 0.28 1.1
depth 2 180 0.43 0.7

1.5 140 0.29 1.1
1. 75 140 0.13 1.0
2.5 140 0.47 0.32
1. 75 120 0.30 0.64
2 120 0.32 0.5
2.5 120 0.34 0.32
3 120 0.38 0.26
1. 75 100 0.3 0.48
2 100 0.5 0.31
2.5 100 0.6 0.12
3 100 0.6 0.08

196 ]1m sand 1.5 180 0.69 2.25
90 mm packed bed 2 180 0.87 0.88
depth 2.5 180 1.3 0.3

1.5 140 0.44 2.1
2 140 0.5 1.8
2.5 140 0.94 0.8
3 140 1.08 0.8
1. 75 100 0.67 1.05
2 100 0.96 0.66
2.5 100 1.2 0.2
3 100 1.5 0.04

380 ]1m ash 1.5 180 0.28 2.2
80 mm packed bed 1.6 180 0.44 1.6
depth 1. 75 180 0.63 1.1

2.25 180 1.0 0.2
1.5 140 0.47 1.9
1. 75 140 0.58 0.8
2 140 1.13 0.18
2.25 140 1.42 0.06
1.5 100 0.17 2.1
1.6 100 0.44 1.25
1. 75 100 0.54 0.9
2 100 1.0 0.1
2.25 100 1.6 0.05

Table 2.4 The parameters nand ]1a of the power law for flowing
fluidized powders (Botterill [31]).
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Velocity profiles across channel,
77 ~m catalyst, uo/umf ~ 2.
180 mm.channel width, shear stress
1.8 N/m2 at wall and 1.3 N/m2 at
distributor, average bed velocity
204 mm/s, height above distribu
tor: .85 mm, .... 45 mm,. 25 mm

(Botteri 11 [30])

2.4 Conclusions and recommendations
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Figure 2.4
Velocity profiles across channel,

77 ~m catalyst, uo/umf ~ 2.
100 mm channel width, shear stress
1.3 N/m2 at wall and 1.2 N/m2 at
distributor, average bed velocity
268 mm/s, height above distribu
tor: • 80 mm, • 60 mm,. 42 mm, •

20 mm (Botterill [30])

Synopsis

Conclusions are made from the literature stud,y for our measurements.

From the discussion given in the foregoing it is clear that to study
the rheological behaviour of flowing powders the measurement of the
velocity profile and the shear stress at the wall is the most suited
method. To obtain reliable information care has to be taken to measure
the velocity profile of the undisturbed flow. This rules out the use
of devices such as rotating fans, which have to be put in the flowing
powder. A method using radioactive labeling techniques has been
developed (see chapter 4).
To avoid the problem of the presence of two velocity profiles -in
horizontal and in vertical direction- an axisymmetrical system is
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reco~mended. A vertically mounted circular pipe -a so-called standpipe
is appropriate. Because in that case the directionsof powder flow and
fluidization are parallel, all walls are equivalent and the shear
stress at the wall is everywhere the same. The shear stress can be
obtained from pressure drop measurement combined with simultaneous
measurement of the bulk density of the flowing powder to account for
the static head.
The regular stationary flow of fluidized cracking catalyst in a ver
tical, circular standpipe, connecting two fluidized beds is studied.
The rig is called "huge sandglass" because of its resemblance of a
sandglass and its dimensions (4.2 m height, volume of the beds
! 0.2 m3 each). The huge sandglass enables quickly repeatable batch
wise experimentation. To enable safe operation especially when using
radioactive materials the whole system is completely closed, also the
fluidizing gas flows form a closed loop.
The first experiments in the huge sandglass were carried out with a
system of fresh cracking catalyst and air. This powder/gas system was
chosen because it is frequently used in cracking installations and
because it is a rather well-known system. The characteristics of the
powder are summarized in Table 2.5.

Two methods are available for studying the flow behaviour:
1. Measurement of the shear stress at the wall, the averaged bulk

velocity and the wall slip velocity.
Using a modified RabinOwitz equation the rate of shear can be
derived. Having derived the quantities TW' y and vw a rheological
model can be fitted on the measuring results. This is a deductive
way.

2. Measurements of the velocity profile directly and the shear stress
at the wall.

Both methods have been used. The results and a comparison of the
results of both methods are given in chapter 5.
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Chemical composition: 5i02 74.03 wt.%
A1 203 25.02 wt.%
504 0.91 wt.%
Fe 0.03 wt.%
Na20 0.01 wt.%

Mean surface to area diameter, dp
dp range
relative spread in dp
particle density of the fraction used
(containing 13.5 wt.% moisture on
dry weight)

skeleton density
internal porosity
internal pore volume
surface area
mean weight per particle

73 ].1m

up to 165 ].1m

0.45
727 kg/m3

2135 kg/m3

0.70
-3 30.88ldO m /kg

540*103 m2/kg
0.15 ].Ig

Table 2.5 Characteristics of fresh cracking catalyst
(High Alumina, High Pore Volume)
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Symbols

b channel width
De equivalent diameter
a; mean particle diameter
h bed height

L length of test section
n flow behaviour index (power law)
~p pressure drop
Uo superficial gas velocity
umf superficial gas velocity at minimum fluidization
vd averaged bed velocity

Greek symbols

rate of shear
porosity
dynamical viscosity
apparent viscosity

kinematic viscosity
bulk bed density
shear stress
shear stress at the distributor
shear stress at the wall
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CHAPTER 3
THE HUGE SANDGLASS

3.1 Description of the apparatus

Synopsis

The experimental rig is described element by element.

1. Essentially the equipment consists of two circular fluidized beds
above each other, connected by a vertical standpipe. The standpipe
is situated at the centre of the beds. The standpipe is that long
that a stationary flow pattern can be built up, when the powder
flows down the standpipe in less than 15% of the discharge time.

2. The tilting mechanism.
The frame in which the apparatus is mounted can be rotated about a
horizontal axis. A motor with a mechanical delay (1:2), a chain
transfer and a cogwheel at the worm axis of the mounting frame
enable two-sides rotation. Simple provisions have been made to
prevent twisting of all electrical wires and manometer tubes etc.
A special rotating coupling has been constructed for the fluidizing
air supply pipes and of the air pressure cylinders. The system is
made as follows: when the apparatus is rotated about 1500 a micro
switch is passed. A protuberance at the frame serves this micro
switch, which on its turn switches of the driving mechanism. The
apparatus moves on by its inertia and stops when the apparatus is
"almost" vertical again. The stopping point can be adjusted by
replacing the already mentioned microswitch. When the apparatus is
at rest, the frame can be blocked by two counteracting air pressure
cylinders (coupled on the stationary frame) which are adjusted in
such a way, that the rotating frame is exactly vertical when
blocked. A rectangular block has been attached to the "bottom" and
"upper" side of the rotating frame for blocking purpose. This
principle has been proved to work correctly. Resetting of the
microswitch was not necessary during months of working.

3. The fluidized beds.
The fluidized beds are contained in two stainless steel vessels of
about 200 liter volume each. The external diameter is 60 cm. The
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bottom plate is built up of two perforated perspex plates and a
porous flexolite plate (10 mm thick). This combination did give a
homogeneous gas distribution and a sufficiently high pressure drop
across the bottom plates.
Each fluidized bed has its own closed fluidizing gas circuit-(see

Figure 3.1). Gas is circulated by a compressor (Becker type GVO with
with contraves KHM 250-c for control of the rotation speed). The
gas pressure at the pressure side of the compressor can be kept
almost constant by means of a gravitational valve in the compressor
bypass (see Figure 3.1). An oil collector prevents oil of the com
pressor to be blown into the bed. A large dust collector, effective
surface area 660 cm2, mounted in the vessel in the return line,
prevents catalyst powder to be entrained towards the compressor.
The flow rate can be controlled by a needle valve.
When the fluidized powder flows downwards gas is sucked by the
powder from the upper vessel towards the lower vessel. This extra
gas would increase the gas pressure in the bottom vessel at the
expense of the pressure in the upper vessel. The change in pressure
drop across the standpipe would induce a change in the mass flow of
powder. In order to maintain a stationary powder flow a gas bypass
has been made from the pressure side of the lower compressor to the
suction side of the upper compressor. A needle valve enables gas
flow control. The gas flow in the bypass determines the powder
velocity in the standpipe.
To transport the powder upwards through the dipleg and the stand
pipe the gas pressure in the bottom vessel has to be increased
sufficiently. To realize this gas pressure increase a second gas
bypass is mounted from the pressure side of the upper compressor to
the suction side of the lower compressor. Magnetic valves enable

choice whether the gas bypass lines are open or closed.

4. The standpipe and the dipleg.
The original idea was to invert the whole apparatus 1800 (like a
sandglass) after each experiment. In that case there would be no
need for a dipleg. Preliminary experiments have shown, however,
that without the dipleg it was impossible to maintain a stationary
and regular powder flow in the standpipe, i.e. a flow without
bubbles, not exhibiting stick-and-slip flow. An additional advan-
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Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing of the equipment.
1. vessel A 9. butterfly valve A
2. vessel B 10. butterfly valve B
3. bottomplate 11. rotameter (A up to F)
4. standpipe 12. needle valve
5. compressor A 13. sieving apparatus
6. compressor B 14. rotating frame
7. gravitational valve 15. magnetic valve
8. capacitive porosity measuring device 16. stationary frame
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tage of the dipleg is the possibility to transport the powder up
wards through the dipleg and the s~andpipe without tilting the

whole apparatus.

The visible part of the standpipe (see Figure 3.1) is 142 cm long.
The internal diameter is 6 cm, external 7 cm.
Several pipes were used: a smooth glass pipe, a smooth perspex
pipe and a perspex pipe roughened by a layer of silicone-rubber to
which a layer of powder particles did adhere. In this way the in
fluence of the shear stress at the wall could be studied roughly.
The standpipe is lengthened by a dipleg in the lower vessel. A
brass pipe of 6 cm internal diameter plunges into the lower fluid
bed, 4.2 cm above the bottom plate.

5. The butterfly valves.
The standpipe can be closed at both ends by two multiblade butter
fly valves. The valves consist of siz trapezium-shaped segments,
which all can rotate about their own axis of symmetry simultaneous
ly (see Figure 3.2). A transition from circular to hexagonal cross
section and vice versa is built in. The valves are used to adjust
the porosity in the down flowing powder at a chosen averaged powder
flow rate. The position of the blades of the valve can be checked
from the outside by means of a graduated scale.
The valves are operated pneumatically. Also the control pressure of
the air pressure cylinders is an indication of the position of the
blades but due to the hysteresis in the mechanical transmission,
which is increasing with time, this is less accurate.
The relation between control pressure and position of the butterfly
valve blades at one time is sketched in Figure 3.3. The hysteresis
is eliminated by working with increasing pressure only. The valves
are also used for hold-up experiments. The construction is made
such that by pushing one button both valves close completely simul
taneously.

6. The sieving apparatus.
Beneath the lower butterfly valve a mechanism is built in which
enables a simple reliable separation of powder and labeled particles
by sieving. It consists of a block containing two holes of ~ 60 mm
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Figure 3.2
Sketch of a butterfly valve.
Full lines indicate the blades;
dotted lines the axis of sym
metry = rotation axis.
Black area: common, rigid
centre.
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Figure 3.3

Sketch of the relation between
(increasing) control pressure
and blade position

(the internal diameter of the standpipe): one is really empty, the
other contains a wire netting ( 500 ~m), tilted 150 with the hori
zontal (see Figure 3.4). This block can be moved to and fro in a
rigid housing such that one of the holes is exactly in line with
the standpipe. Operation is again pneumatically.
A rod is fixed to the moveable block, parallel to the driving axis.
The rod has an asperity which serves one of two microswitches, in
dicating in which position the moveable block is.
Two control lights, corresponding to the microswitches, indicate in
the control room the position of the sieve. To prevent blockage of
the powder flow during sieving a pulsatory air flow is applied to
the sieve. This is done by using a small compressor (reciprotor
type Y06 G) which sucks air from the bottom vessel and blows it in
the standpipe just above the sieve surface beneath the powder
column at a frequency of 60 Hz. To cover the whole sieve area the
air is injected at two diametrically positioned points.
The labeled particles that are catched by the sieve can be easily
removed from the apparatus using the tilting facility.
The construction is such that a hole is made in the upper plate of
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the rigid housing of the sieve at the "out-position" of the sieve.
A specially adapted lead container can be pressed at this hole.

A construction with two springs and an air pressure cylinder is
built. The springs press the lead container against the housing.
When the lead container has to be removed the air pressure cylinder
works against the springs. Sketch 3.4 might clarify the whole pro
cedure: After sieving the hole of the moveable block is moved in
the standpipe, the sieve is then out of the pipe, just beneath the
lead container. The apparatus is tilted 1800 : the labeled particles
fall into the lead container. The lead container is set free by
switching the air pressure cylinder of the container and the con
tainer can be taken away. The procedure to put the freshly labeled
particles in the system is just reverse and will not be described
in full detail.
The lead container is put by hand in and out of the apparatus.

Ad Figure 3.4 (see next page)
1. moveable block of the sieve
2. rigid housing of the sieve
3. standpipe
4. butterfly valve
5. wire netting of the sieve

6. spring
7. lead container
8. mounting cover
9. adaptor

10. guiding rods
11. plate attached to 8
12. rigid plate attached to vessel
13. driving rod of 14
14. air pressure cylinder
15. driving rod of 1
16. indication rod with asperity
17. fixed rod with micro switches
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Figure 3.4 Sketch of the sieving installation.
For legenda see foregoing page.
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3.2 The measuring system

Synopsis

The measuring devices, used in the so-called bulk measurements, are

described briefly: the pressure drop meters and the measuring device

for determination of the bulk density of the flowing powder. The

principles of the bulk measurements are mentioned.

1. Gas flow rate measurements

All gas flows are measured by calibrated rotameters. Reference is made
to Figure 3.1. Rotameter A measures the fluidizing gas flow rate
towards vessel A. Rotameter B gives the fluidizing gas flow rate
towards vessel B. The gas bypass flow rate at powder transport down
wards is indicated by rotameters C for fast transport and D for slow
transport. Rotameter E gives the gas flow rate in the bypass when the
powder is transported upwards; while rotameter F gives the gas bypass
flow rate when the powder is stationary in the standpipe. The accuracy
of the gas flow rates measurements is about 1.5%, 1.5%, 0.6%, 0.6%,
0.6% and 0.6% full scale for rotameter A up to F respectively.

2. Pressure drop measurements

The pressure drop across the fluidized bed in vessel A is measured by
a calibrated inductive ~-meter (Hottinger Baldwin 0.1 bar probe with
kws 3073 measuring bridge; accuracy better than 1%). The analog
output of the measuring bridge is recorded by a two-lines recorder.
The pressure drop across 137 cm of the standpipe (between the butter
fly valves) is measured by a calibrated inductive ~P-meter (Hottinger
Baldwin 1 bar probe with kws 3073 measuring bridge; accuracy better
than 1%). The second line of the recorder is used to record the out
put signal of this measuring device.

3. Absolute pressure measurements

For safety reasons the absolute pressure in both vessels is measured
too. The measuring points are located just above the bottom plates.
Differential pressure gauges are used (range 0 - 1.4 bar for vessel A,
range 0 - 4.0 bar for vessel B, accuracy for both meters 0.07% full
scale).
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4. Porosity measurements

The bulk density of the flowing powder is measured by means of a
capacitive probe system.
Two flat brass plates (70 x 70 x 0.1 mm) are mounted in a perspex
housing, which can be tightened around the standpipe, by means of two

springs. The system is shielded electrically from the environment by
a brass wire netting, fixed in the perspex housing. When the powder
flows through the standpipe the dielectric constant of the medium
varies, inducing a variation of the capacity of the "flat plate con-

. densator". By means of a capaci ti ve di spl acement meter (type CVM
V v.Reysen electronics) of the bridge-type, and a probe (extra
sensitive probe 0-100 pF - v.Reysen electronics) the change in capa
city of the "flat plate condensator" is translated into a voltage,

which is recorded by a recorder.
To obtain easily interpretable results the system is calibrated using
the standpipe as a fluidized bed, with a flexolite bottom plate and a
known amount of powder. Each bed height can be converted to an overall
bulk density and correlated to the output of the condensator system.
If the water content of the powder is measured too in an independent
experiment, the bu'l k density can be translated into an overall bed
porosity.
Checks of the results of the flat plate condensator system against
col laps experiments in the sandglass during powder transport gave the
same res ults •
Preliminary experiments in the sandglass with two condensator systems
at different heights showed that within the measuring accuracy
(standard deviation in E less than 0.4%) no porosity gradient over the
length of the standpipe exists during downward powder transport.

5. Determination of the powder velocity at the wall

The powder velocity at the wall has been measured by visual observat
ion of black painted powder particles. An amount of the powder parti
cles has been painted by dipping them in black ink and drying them
again. In this way no disturbing increase in weight of the particles
is induced.
The black particles are followed over a distance of 200 mm and their
time of flight is measured by a stop-watch. This method only works for
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not too fast travelling particles (vw ~ 15 cm/s) and if the wall of
the standpipe is transparent.

6. The detection system

The detection system for the measurement of the velocity and radial
position of individual particles will be described in chapter 4.
The frame bearing this detection system is mounted horizontally in the
rotatable frame at 2/3 of the visible height of the standpipe.

The bulk measurements

With the devices described so far it is possible to determine the
averaged powder velocity, the shear stress at the wall and the velo
city of the powder particles at the wall.

i. The mass flow rate of powder through the standpipe equals the in
crease of powder per second in the lower bed. The powder content
of a fluidized bed follows from the pressure drop across the bed
and the bed surface area.

where Q is the mass flow rate of powder through the standpipe
(kg/s)

~~ is the increase of the pressure drop across the fluidized
bed per second (N/m2.s)

A' is the surface area of the bed which equals the surface
area of the bottom plate minus the surface area of the
standpipe (m2)

g is the acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)

~ can be obtained from the recordings of the pressure drop across the
lower fluidized bed versus time (see Figure 3.5). The slope of the
straight part of the line gives ~~'
The bed surface area can be calculated knowing the internal diameter
of the vessel (596 mm) and the external diameter of the standpipe
(70 mm).

Q is directly related to the averaged powder velocity vd:vd =~-
plpe Pb
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where Apipe is the internal cross sectional area of the standpipe
(m2)

and Pb is the bulk density of the flowing powder, obtained
from measurements by means of the flat plate conden
sator (kg/m3)

L'lPlower be

stra ight_JlML~

~otaltransport tlme~-------i
time

Figure 3.5 Output of the recorder of the pressure drop across the
lower powder bed versus time during powder transport.

O\------'--r----------t

ranspO#-j transport down-~ mpty pipe
up iniTlal time time

Figure 3.6 Output of the recorder of the pressure drop across the
standpipe section (137 cm) versus time.

ii. The shear stress at the wall follows from the pressure drop across
the standpipe (see Figure 3.6). For this cylinder symmetrical
vertical system the relation between pressure gradient and shear
stress at the wall runs as follows:

R dP
'w =~ (az - Pb· g)
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where TW is the shear stress at the wall (N/m2)
R is the internal radius of the standpipe (m)
~ is the pressure gradient (N/m3)

Preliminary experiments in which the pressure drop across various
sections of the standpipe has been measured showed that the pres
sure gradient is constant. This means that a simple pressure drop
measurement across a certain, known, length section of the stand
pipe gives directly the pressure gradient.
Pb and g have the already known meaning. Summarizing:
from pressure drop across the lower fluidized bed versus time and
bulk density measurement (knowing the dimensions of the apparatus)
follows the averaged powder velocity;
from the pressure drop across a standpipe section and the bulk
density measurement (knowing the geometry) follows the shear
stress at the wall.

Another interesting quantity that can be measured is the slip velocity
i.e. the averaged linear powder velocity minus the linear gas velocity.
The volume balance for our system during transport reads:

Qd,bypass = Qd,solid + Qd,gas
Qd is the volume flow rate.
The subscript bypass means: the gas flowing through the gas bypass

from the pressure side of compressor A towards
the suction side.of compressor B.

subscript solid indicates: the powder particles flowing through
the standpipe.

subscript gas indicates: the gas, entrained by the powder parti
cles through the standpipe.

This equation can be rewritten in linear velocities:

where E is the averaged bed porosity
Vc is the linear velocity of the continuum: gas.

Using the definition of the slip velocity it follows:
-

v = vd - Qd,bypass / Apipe
s E
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Qd,bypass can be obtained directly from the rotameter readings (rota
meter C or D, see Figure 3.1).

3.3 Criterions to obtain stationary powder flow

Synopsis

The critePions for s~taiionaryFluidized powder flow are formulated. The

expePimental conditions are give1' satisfying these cPitePions.

The vessels A and B are being fluidized heterogeneously. When powder
transport occurs from vessel B to vessel A interstitial gas will be
dragged along by the powder. This causes.a pressure increase in
vessel A at the expense of the gas pressure in vessel B. The displace
ment of powder increases the gas pressure in vessel A still more. This
gas pressure increase in vessel A will cause irregular powder trans
port. To prevent this gas pressure increase a gas bypass line is
mounted from the pressure side of compressor A to the suction side
of compressor B (see Figure 3.1).

To transport powder through the dipleg and the standpipe in reversed
direction the gas pressure in vessel A has to be increased. This can
be realized by a gas bypass line from the pressure side of compressor
B to the suction side of compressor A.

It will be clear that the fluidizing gas flows through the vessels A
and B and the gas bypass flow will influence each other and also the
regular powder flow. Only some combinations of gas flows will give a
stationary powder flow in the standpipe (Figure 3.7). At lower bypass
flow rates a stick-and-slip flow behaviour occurs, at higher bypass
flow rates the start and end phenomena take unacceptable long time.
The powder flow is considered sufficiently stationary if the follow
ing criterions are fulfilled:

1.~Ppipe' fluctuations less than 4%
2.~Pbed vs time: linear during more than 50% of the time of transport
3, E, recorder output fluctuates less than 4%
4. visual observation: no stick-and-slip flow, nor bubbles are seen.
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Figure 3.7 Combinations of gas flows giving stationary powder flow.

When uA,o is chosen lower than the values indicated by Figure 3.7 the
porosity in the pipe is very low (E<0.4), the powder transport is
stagnant.
When uA,o is higher and uB,o is lower than indicated the "powder flow"
is very irregular: the flow decreases, the bulk density increases,
the pressure gradient across the pipe seems to change sign. Then the
powder leaves the tubes as a plug with a relatively high velocity and
the cycle starts again.
When uB,o and uA,o are higher than indicated the porosity is rather
high (E>0.5), the pressure drop across the pipe fluctuates and when
uB,o is very high even bubbles originate in the pipe.

The bulk measurements involve measurement of the following quantities:
i. shear stress at the wall by measuring the pressure drop along

1.37 mof the standpipe and simultaneously the bulk density of
the flowing powder.
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ii. the averaged powder velocity by measuring the pressure drop
across the fluidized bed in vessel A versus time and simultaneous
ly the bulk density of the flowing powder in the standpipe.

iii. the velocity of the powder at the wall of the standpipe. When
both butterfly valves are completely open the powder velocity at
the wall is that high that visual determination is impossible.
By closing butterfly valve B a little bit the mass flow rate of
powder can be controlled, the gas volume flow rate through the
gas bypass can be controlled by the needle valves Cor D (see
Figure 3.1). In this way itis possible to realize stationary
fluidized powder flow in the standpipe at an averaged powder
velocity sufficiently low to measure the powder velocity at the
wall visually. This requires a suitable choice of the fluidizing
gas flow rates A and B. The superficial gas velocity in vessel B
should enable the supply of the maximum required powder flow
rate from vessel B towards the pipe - no gas pockets should
enter into the pipe.
The upper limit for visual observation of the powder velocity at
the wall is about 0.1 m/s; the corresponding averaged powder
velocity is of the same order of magnitude. This implies a maxi
mum allowed powder mass flow rate of about 125 g/s. When the
superficial gas velocity in vessel B is LL = 4 mm/s the

1:l,0
required powder mass can be supplied.
The powder flows through the standpipe in the powder bed A. The
superficial gas velocity in vessel A, uA ' should be that high

,0
that the incoming powder can easily be accepted by and mixed up
with the powder in vessel A.

Table 3.1 gives some suitable combinations of uA,o' vd' Qand
butterfly valve position.

Q (kg/s) opening of butterfly vd (m/s) uA,o (mm/s)
valve B (degrees)

45lt10-3 15 - 18 0 4lt10-Z 3.5 - 5.0
75ltlO-3 21 - 25 7dO-2 4.0 - 6.0

1l0ltlO-3 29 - 34 blO-1 5.0 - 6.5

Table 3.1 Combination of mass flow rate of powder in the standpipe,
opening of butterfly valve B, averaged powder velocity in
the standpipe and superficial air velocity in vessel A.
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List of symbols

lIPpipe

dPa~pe

Q

Qd,bypass
Qd,solids
Qd,gas
R

lit

surface area of the bed in lower vessel
internal cross sectional area of the standpipe
acceleration due to gravity
pressure drop across the fluidized bed in
lower vessel
pressure drop across the standpipe

pressure gradient across the standpipe
mass flow rate of powder through the standpipe
volume flow rate of gas through the gas bypass
volume flow rate of powder through the standpipe
volume flow rate of gas through the standpipe
internal radius of the standpipe
time interval
superficial fluidizing gas velocity in lower
vessel (A)

superficial fluidizing gas velocity in upper
vessel (B)

wall slip velocity of the powder
averaged powder velocity
linear gas velocity
slip velocity gas/powder

[N/m2]
[N/m2]

[N/m3]

[kg/s]
[m3/s]

[m3/s]
[m3/s]

[m]

[s]

[m/s]

[m/s]
[m/s]
[m/s]
[m/s]
[m/s]

Greek symbol s

porosity of flowing powder
bulk density of the flowing powder
wall shear stress
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CHAPTER 4
MICRO MEASUREMENTS IN THE HUGE SANDGLASS BY MEANS OF RADIOACTIVE
LABELING TECHNIQUES

4.1 Why radioactive labeling?

Synopsis

Various methods for the measurement of velocity profiles are indieat

ed. The feasibility of radioaetive labeling is briefly diseussed. An

outline of the measurement of the position of the labeled particles

is given based on physieal prineiples. The fundamentals of the

detection equipment are described.

To measure the velocity profile of stationary flowing powder in a
standpipe directly there are two distinct methods.
i. Measurement of the local bulk velocity in a mechanical way using

devices such as rotating fans, etc.
This method implies insertion of obstacles in the flow, which
certainly will disturb the flow pattern (see chapter 2). In fact
a disturbed velocity profile is measured in this way.

ii. When the particles are (made) perceptable from the outside of the
standpipe three different measuring techniques are available.
a) Injection of tracer particles at a certain, well-known radial

position and measurement of the passage time.
b) Pulse response measurement either based on pulse-injection

of tracer particles or based on a random distribution of
tracer particles.

c) Simultaneous measurement of the radial position and the
velocity of a number of randomly distributed tracer particles.

To ensure identical rheological behaviour of powder particles and
tracer particles only a very small increase in weight (about 5%)
of the tracer particles is allowed (see section 4.3).
ad.a
To ensure that the tracer particles behave like the bulk parti
cles the injection level should be well above the measuring level.
A large distance between injection level and measuring level is
unacceptable if radial diffusion occurs, because this renders the
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radial position determination unreliable.
Furthermore, it is very difficult to inject particles in such a
way that they represent the undisturbed flow pattern.
Using a number of tracer particles mixed with the powder and
determining the radial position of the tracer particles by sampl ing
the powder just beneath the measuring level each time a tracer
particle has passed is very difficult, time consuming and will
certainly disturb the velocity profile.
ad.b

Pulse response measurements enable determination of the velocity
profile if the following conditions are fullfil led:

1. There exists axial symmetry
2. There is no radial diffusion.
After creating a thin horizontal layer of tracer particles the
number of tracer particles passing per second a certain level
downstream the creation level has to be measured. From this number
the velocity profile can be obtained under special conditions.
(See Appendix 4.1).
Pulse injection of a plug of tracer particles gives a layer of
tracer particles but will cause disturbance of the flow.
A possible alternative is a labeling technique which can be
applied from the outside of the standpipe. Using for instance
tracer particles containing a nuclide which can be activated a
thin layer of activated radioactive particles can be created.
Practically, however, it is impossible to find a nuclide which
gives a sufficiently high radiation activity using the allowed,
sma11 amounts of nuclide, in the avai1able time with common
proton flux intensities.
ad.c
A method which enables simultaneous determination of the radial
position and the velocity is preferred. Suppose a labeling tech
nique can be found enab1ing determination of the distance of the
tracer particle to the detector. Mixing up a number of tracer
particles and determining the passage time and the distance to
at least two detectors the radial position and the ve10city of
the passing tracer particles can be obtained.
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The labeling technique

Radioactive labeling suits the conditions: the radio-activity of the
particles does not disturb the flow pattern*). the particles are per
ceptable from the outside of the standpipe (also the particles in
the bulk), the distance of the particles to the detector can be
derived from the detected absolute radiation intensity if the radio
activity of the particles is known. If not so, more detectors are
required. The relative radiation intensities enable calculation of
the position of the labeled particle.
Chosen for radioactive labeling the question arises which kind of
radiation is most suited. Ionizing radiation or radioactive radiation
as it is often erroneously called can be divided in two main categor
ies: corpuscular radiation (e.g. a. B+ ,B-, neutron radiation) and
electromagnetic radiation (e.g. gamma and x radiation).
a particles are ruled out because of the very small range, just as
s- particles.
s+ particles combine in material with free electrons i.e. both parti
cles annihilate, emitting their mass energy as two photons of 510 keV
each, which are emitted, because of momentum conservation diametri
cally. Using a s+ emittor and detecting the two annihilation photons
in fact the place where the annihilation took place is being deter
mined instead of the place the s+ particle has been emitted. This
causes an additional uncertainty in the position determination of
two times the range of the s+ particle.
Neutrons are very difficult to collimate. Secondly the neutrons cause
secondary corpuscular or gamma radiation. In general the entire
environment is being activated. Furthermore, the half life time of
neutron sources is generally rather long.
Gamma and x radiation. The difference between these two types stems
from the origin of the radiation. While gamma radiation is being
emitted when a radioactive nucleus falls back from a higher energy
level towards a lower one, x rays are produced when an electron in

*) The radioactivity will cause ionization. which will reduce static
electric charging. Because this phenomenon does not playa role in
our system, the effect mentioned will be of no interest.
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the shell around the nucleus falls back from a higher energy level
towards a lower one.
In general the discrete energies of electromagnetic radiation (due to
electron capture, photoelectric effect, e.g.) are characteristic for
the radio nuclide involved in contrast to the continuous energy spec
trum (due to Bremsstrahlung). This gives the possibility to reduce
the background radiation of other radio nuclides by detecting only
the electromagnetic quanta of interest in a small energy range.
From the foregoing it is clear that only gamma and x radiation are
suited for our measurements.

Physical principles for the determination of the position of the
labeled particle.

The intensity of electromagnetic radiation diminishes due to inter
action with matter. The degree of attenuation depends on 1) the energy
of the electromagnetic radiation, 2) the type of the absorbing material
and 3) its thickness according to 1=1

0
exp(-p.a.d) in which

I is the attenuated intensity
1

0
is the unattenuated intensity

d is the thickness of the absorber [m]
a is the mass attenuation coefficient of the absorber, which is

a function of the photon energy [m2 kg-I]
p is the density of the absorber [kg m-3]
This relation describes the attenuation of a parallel beam of
electromagnetic rays. The ratio 1/10 is called the transmission
coeffi ci ent.
However, the emission of electromagnetic radiation is purely isotro
pic. In that case, apart from absorption, the intensity at a distance
r from the source is proportional to r-2. This enables the determin
ation of the distance between source and detector, knowing the source
activity. If the source activity is unknown at least two intensity
measurements are necessary.
It is almost impossible to produce labeled particles of uniform
activity after activation in a neutron reactor, while also many
other criterions playa role. This is caused by various reasons:
1. The non-uniform distribution of radio nuclide in the tracer

particles.
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2. The variation of the amount of radio nuclide per tracer particle.
3. The variation in geometry and size of the tracer particles.
4. The flux gradient in the reactor, the flux depression and the

mutual shielding of the tracer particles during neutron bombard
ment.

Secondly the measurement of the absolute radiation intensity requires
repeatedly an absolute efficiency calibration. An error made in this
calibration gives a systematic error.
All these reasons tell strongly in favour of measurement of relative
intensities using more detectors with known relative detection effi
ciencies. By using the r- 2 law a first approximation of the distances
to the detectors can be obtained. By using the absorption relation
and again the r- 2 law a second approximation can be obtained. In an
iterative way the position of the source can be derived.

Fundamentals of the detection system

Anticipating the arguments that will be given in the next sections a
short description of the ultimate detection system will be given.

The detection system consists of three identical detection chains,
each made up of a lead collimator, a NaI(Tl) crystal with photo
multiplier tube and preamplifier, a high voltage power supply, a main
timing filter provided with differentiation and integration
facilities, a discriminator, a logic interface and a counting regis
ter.
The three collimators are placed symmetrically around the standpipe
at mutual angles of 600 , enclosing the standpipe completely (see
Figures 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6). Each collimator has two horizontal slits.
The width of the slits equals the internal diameter of the standpipe.
The time interval between the passage of these slits gives the verti
cal velocity of the labeled particle.
By measuring with a multiscale system in the time mode, i.e. by
measuring the radiation intensity during successive time intervals,
the response curve of the detection system is obtained. The shape of
this response curve is determined by the velocity of the labeled
particle, the radioactivity of the labeled particle, the detection
system efficiency and the radiation absorption.
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The detection efficiency of the system is determined by the efficiency
of the detector with its electronics and the geometrical efficiency.
The latter is a function of the collimator and slit dimensions and
the position of the labeled particle in the horizontal plane. As
outlined in the foregoing it is possible to derive the position of the
labeled particle from the relative detected radiation intensities of
the three detectors.

The tracer particles contain the nuclide l~~AU. They are activated by
neutron bombardment mainly to l~~AU. This radio nuclide gives a gamma
radiation, mainly with an energy of 412 keV. Its half life time is
2.7 days. The particles have a diameter of about 1.9 mm and a density
equal to the bulk density of the powder (cracking catalyst, PR,p =Pb
380 kg m-3)(see also section 4.3).

4.2 Detection system and data handling

Synopsis

First will be discussed the general criterions for detection, in par

ticular the geometry of the collimators. The principles of the deter

mination of the velocity and radial position of the labeled particles

are outlined. The electronics are briefly mentioned. The principles of

the computer program are given. Based on the required accuracy the

minimal activity per labeled particle will be calculated.

The gept/letrical arrangement of the detection equipment

In or~er to be able to optimize the geometrical arrangement of the
detection equipment, first the method to calculate the velocity and
position of the labeled particle from the response curve should be
chosen. If no radial displacement occurs and the vertical velocity is
constant a graph of the number of detected gamma quanta versus time
will look as sketched in Figure 4.1.
From A to B the particle comes in the field of vision of the detector.
From B to C the particle is travelling at the height of the collimator
slit. Going from C to D the labeled particle is getting lost from the
field of vision of the detector.
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The length of the plateau BC is determined by the particle velocity
at known slit height.
The height of the plateau is a function of the geometrical efficiency,
detector efficiency and the activity of the particle. At known colli
mator slit dimensions the geometrical efficiency is a function of the
position of the particle only. The geometrical efficiency is calcu
lated in Appendix 4.2. The slope of the curve between A and B is
given by the particle velocity, geometrical efficiency and the
plateau height.
The curves I and II in Figure 4.1 indicate the difference in response
due to different particle-to-detector distances, other parameters
being the same.
The curves I and III show the influence of the vertical velocity of
the particle.
From comparison of curves I and IV the effect of the activity of the

detected particle can be seen.
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Figure 4.1 Time distribution of the number of detected gamma quanta
during passage of a labeled particle in front of the
detector.

velocity vo' activity Ao' distance to coll imator do
II velocity vo' activity Ao' distance to coll imator d, d > do

III velocity v, v < vo' activi ty Ao' distance to coll imator do
IV velocity vo' activity A, A < Ao' distance to coll imator do
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Essentially the velocity and the distance of the particle to the
detector can be obtained from the response curve for a one slit
system. In practice, however, difficulties occur due to the statistical
fluctuations in the number of registered counts. Determination of the
height involves the determination of the plateau height (cts.s-1) as
well as the background intensity (cts.s-1). To obtain both quantities
with sufficient accuracy a weighing procedure will be necessary.
Before doing so the limits between which the quantities should be
weighed must be determined. A logical choice for the plateau height
seems the time interval between Band C. The determination of Band C.
however, is rather difficult. It would necessitate to store all points
of the response curve for mathematical manipulation afterwards. Due
to the huge number of points and the high speed at which they are
produced storage of all points is impossible with simple devices.
This implies that in our case it was not possible to determine the
particle velocity from the plateau length. The method using the slope
of the curves give rise to problems due to the fact that the slope is
rather large and that the method needs the knowledge of the particle
distance. The method will be rather inaccurate due to statistical
fluctuation and the use of another measuring result (particle dis
tance).

The following procedure overcomes the problems and difficulties men
tioned. By using a collimator with two horizontal slits the amount of
information is doubled without the disadvantages of two detection
systems with one slit each. Furthermore, use is made of the fact that
the slope is rather large.

The principles of the procedures are the following:
A reference level is chosen well above the background level and well
below the maximal counting level (the plateau height). The time the
counting rate exceeds the reference level first is stored and from
this time on the number of counts per measuring interval is summed
until the counting rate is lower than the reference level. This time
is also stored. For the second slit the same quantities are determin
ed and stored. To elucidate the procedure the idealized resronse
curve is sketched in Figure 4.2.
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i E {l,2,3}

Figure 4.2 Idealized response curve of the passage of one labeled
particle in front of the two-slit collimator.
Indicated are the reference level, the points of inter
section t 1, t 2, t 3 and t 4 and the sums of counts II' 12,

The velocity can be obtained from the time intervals (t3-t1) and
(t4-t2), knowing the geometry of the collimator. The slope being very
high the plateau height can be assumed to be I1/(t2-t1) and I2/(t4-t3).

Where Ii is the sum of the counts in interval (t2i-t2i-l)'
As outlined already in section 4.1 the method of more detection sys
tems is used, because the absolute radioactivity of the individual
labeled particles is unknown. Because the position in the horizontal
plane is described by two parameters at least three detection systems
are required. One detection system is used as a "master": the times ti
are determined using this system. Of all passages II and 12 are
determined. Thus one passage of a labeled particle gives ten measur
ing results:

tl'tl't3,t4
I1(i),I2(i)

The velocity is determined twice and the averaged value is stored as

being the velocity of the particle.

The position can be obtained eight times by taking all possible
combinations of I~(l), Im(2) and In(3)

~ E {1,2}; mE {1,2}; n E {1,2}

The averaged value of the eight results is used.
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The discussion given in the foregoing leads to the choice of using
three identical detection systems in a horizontal plane. Each detec
tion system has a collimator with two horizontal slits. To ensure
that each labeled particle in front of one of the slits is seen by
all three detectors. the width of the slit equals the internal dia
meter of the standpipe.
For sYmmetry reasons the three detection systems are placed symmetric
ally around the standpipe (see Figures 4.3. 4.4. 4.5. 4.6).
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Figure 4.3 Sketch of the configuration of the three detectors.
Horizontal cross-section.
1. standpipe 3. collimator slit
2. lead collimator 4.3" x 2" NaI(Tl) crystal
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Figure 4~4 The arrangement of the three collimators around the
standpipe. Only in one collimator the collimator slits
are indicated.
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Figure 4.5 lOOk at the ,0Jlima.,,,. Fo, the sake of ,Jea,ness a pa't
of the front COllimator has been omitted.
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,

+--
Figure 4.6a Vertical cross-section of the gamma detection system.

2

Figure 4.6b Horizontal cross-section of the gamma detection system

1. 3" X 2" NaI (Tl) crystal
2. lead collimator
3. standpipe
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4. housing of crystal and photo
multiplier tube

All measures in mm



· -2
The dimensions of the collimator slits are: slit height = 10 m, the
slit depth = 10-1 m and the slit width = 6x10-2 m.
The choice of these dimensions has consequences for the required
activity per labeled particle required to obtain a certain accuracy.
This'will be discussed in section "Calculation of the required
activity of the gamma emittor".
The distance between the two slits accounts for the following consid
erations.
1. The measuring method is based on the assumption that the radial

displacement of the labeled particles, travelling from the first
slit to the second slit is negligible. This implies that the dif
fusion length is much smaller than the distance between the colli
mator slits. The diffusion coefficient ill of gases in air is of
the order of 10-5 m2/s. The Fourier length equals: lID. t, where t
is the passage time. Assuming the particle velocity is about 0.1 mls
and the slit distance is x.m the Fourier length is: 10-2 yx.m.
The condition reads: x » 10-4 m.
This approach is in addition pessimistic because the unknown
"diffusion coefficient of a solid particle in powder" can be
expected to be much smalle~ than that of gases in air.

2. When two or more labeled particles are simultaneously in the field
of vision of the collimator slits the interpretation of the detect
ed signal will give rise to problems and errors, especially when
faster travelling labeled particles overtake the slower ones.
This is caused by the fact that the labeled particles cannot be
distinguished individually.
The probabil ity that these problems occur can be reduced by reduc
ing the total number of labeled particles in the system or the
volume in front of the slits. The probability that more than one
labeled particle is in front of the collimator slits can be calcu
lated rather easily. The critical volume, i.e. the volume of the
standpipe seen by the two slits and the volume inbetween, is
calculated from the geometry (see Figure 4.7). The slit height is
10-2 m; the slit distance is x m. The slit depth is 10-1 m.
h2 equals (x K 102 + 2 K 1.05)10-2 m
hI equals 0.6 K 10-2 m
The volume of the two sided truncated cylinder is:
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v = 1T(6*lO-2)2 * (x + 21*10-3 ) + 2 * i * 1T * (6*lf2)2 * 6 * 10-3 m3 =

91T(X + 27*10-3
) * 10-4 m3

The probability of m particles being present in volume V is
m

P [m particles in volume V] =~ e- A
m.

where A is the mean number of labeled particles in volume V. If
the total number of particles in the system is Nt then

A = V* Nt/(total powder volume)

The total amount of powder is 0.2 m3. This implies

A = Nt * 91T(X * 103 + 27) * 10-7/0.2

P[m;2] 1 - P[m=O] - P[m=l]
1 - e -A _ Ae- A

1 - e- A(lH)

A reasonable condition seems: P[m?2] ~ 0.5%

/

Figure 4.7 Standpipe with collimator. Indicated is the critical
volume V. All measures are in mm.
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Because a decrease in Nt decreases the amount of information
obtained per measuring run it is not advisable to lower Nt at will.
On the other hand from the point of view of health physics the
number of labeled particles should be as low as possible.

~ 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

100 .13 .17 .21 .26 .31

150 .29 .38 .47 .58 .67
200 .48 .67 .80 1.00 1.17
250 .78 1.02 1.24 1.52 1. 78

300 1.11 1.44 1.74 2.14 2.49

Table 4.1 P[m:~ (in %) as function of Nt and x

A reasonable choice for Nt is 100<Nt <200 (see Table 4.1).
3. To reduce the relative measuring uncertainty in the velocity,

which quantity has to be determined from two other quantities: time
and distance, it is necessary to lower the uncertainty in both
quantities. Because the absolute measuring uncertainty is fixed by
the measuring devices, the only way to reduce the relative uncer
tainty is to increase the quantities themselves by increasing the
distance between the slits.
The uncertainty in the measurement of the length is assumed to be
10-4 m; the relative spread is: (10-4/(10- 2+x)). The averaged
velocity will be of the order of 0.10 m/s. The uncertainty in the
time measurement will be 2 channels (see section 4.2 "the detection").
The channel width is 1 msec. The relative uncertainty therefore is:

While the relative uncertainty in the velocity will be:

(

-2 -2 ) 1 ~ -2(10 l+(2.10)2 2_Y;:l.1O

1+102.x 1+102.x - 1+102.x
Requiring this quantity be less than 1% gives:

IS"
-"':""="'-';2'- < 1.
1 + 10 x
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A value of x = 2.10-2 (slit distance: 2 x 10-2 m) meets all the

requirements, and this value is used in practice.

The detection and the data handling

The detection of the gamma quants takes place by means of three
identical chains. A block scheme is given in Figure 4.8.
The detector is a NaI(Tl) crystal (3 I x2") with a photomultiplier tube
and a preamplifier. The preamplifier is a self-built system, essential
ly an emittor follower with amplification slightly less than unity.
The pulses of the preamplifier are fed to a timing filter with
facilities for differentiation, integration and transformation to
uniform block pulses (aplification 2 up to 250, integration 200 ns,
differentiation 100 ns). A discriminator transforms the fast negative
pulses of the timing filter which exceed an adjustable threshold in
standard negative pulses. The standard negative pulses are transformed
to standard positive pulses in a logic interface and these positive
pulses are fed to a counting register in the CAMAC interface system,
which is coupled to the computer (PDP 11/03). The data handling is
based on the multichannel analyzer method in the time mode, which is
realized in the following way.
A timing register is made by feeding a counting register with pulses
of a certain frequency (in our case 105 Hz) from a clock. When a
certain number (in our case 100) of clock pulses has been counted by
the timing register an inhibit pulse is given to the counting registers
and the counting activity in these registers is stopped. In this way
a channel time of 1 msec is made. One counting register is used as a
reference counting register. The content of the reference counting
register is compared to a reference channel level, which is chosen in
between the background counting level and the counting level when
labeled particles pass the collimator slits. If the content of the
reference register is less than the reference level the counting
registers are cleared and a new measuring interval (of 1 msec) is
started. If the content of the reference register exceeds the
reference level the contents of the counting registers are stored.
The channel number, i.e. the number of the measuring time interval is
stored too. Then the counting registers are cleared and a new measur
ing interval is started. As long as the new content of the reference
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counting register exceeds the reference level the content of each

counting register is summed with the contents of the foregoing measur
ing intervals. As soon as the new content of the reference counting
register is less than the reference level the channel number is stored
too. After a measuring run the begin channel number and stop channel
number of each block (t1 and t 2 respectively from Figure 4.2) and the
sum of the channel contents during the time interval t 1,t2 are stored.
The sum of the channel contents is stored for all three detectors; the
times t 1 and t 2 only from the reference register. These quantities
enable the determination of the plateau heights and the block dis
tances, which parameters are sufficient to derive the velocity and
position of the labeled particles. The data are checked and selected
based on several criterions.
1. A time criterion is used to find out which blocks can be ascribed

to one particle passing the two slits.
2. The possibility that more than one labeled particle is in front of

the collimator slits at one time is rather low in our case. Given
the slit dimensions and chosing the total number of particles in the
system equal to 100 an numerical value of about 0.2% follows from
Table 4.1. A comparison of the contents of the two blocks, belonging
to the passage of "a particle" enables determination of the
occurrence of this phenomenon.

3. To minimize the effect of statistical fluctuations the following
measures were taken:
a. a three-point smooth routine is incorporated in the program

deriving t 1 and t 2.
b. when the number of counts in a number of channels within the

block is less than the reference level the fragments of the
block are collected to one block, if the length of the gaps is
less than a certain number.

c. when the number of counts in a small number of channels outside
the blocks exceeds the reference level these pseudo-blocks are
rejected if their lengths are less than a certain number.

When calculating the velocity of the labeled particles the real time
per interval should be used: this time is a sum of the actual measur
ing time (chosen 1 msec) and the dead time of the computer (time

required to carry out the instructions). This time was for the program
used 200 ~s;
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To obtain the radial position the relation between plateau height and
particle-to-collimator distance (given in Appendix 4.2) should be con
verted to a relation giving the particle-to-collimator distance as
function of the plateau heights. This was done experimentally in cal
ibration measurements, working with a single labeled particle, moving
at known positions and velocity and measuring the plateau height in
the already described way. From these calibration measurements it was
found in first approximation:

1-== = ~ (aidi + Si) (1)
~i

where Hi is the plateau height of detector i
A is the activity of the labeled particle
di is the particle-to-collimator i distance (mm)

ai,Si are constants, dependent on detector efficiency and
geometry (slit depth for instance).

This is the simple r-2 law (see section 4.1) and holds for particles
at the centreline of the collimator.

is the plateau height at sideways displacement of x mm

from the centreline.
is a constant, dependent on the distance d (mm)
= 0.8148 d + 83.16

in the distances d1, d2 and

where i,k,t cyclic
i,k,t E {1,2,3}

y
1
~

The sideways displacement can be expressed
d3 by:

xi = ]d
k ~dtl

A correction has to be applied for the sideways displacement, i.e.
the distance x of the particle from the centreline.
The relation found experimentally and checked with the formulas of
Appendix 4.2 is

H(x) = H(O) (1 - YX2
)

where H(x)

This correction is always less than 5%.
The correction necessary due to the absorption is larger, up to 20%
(see Appendix 4.3).

The plateau height decreases due to the absorption by the transmission

factor: exp(-aPbd~)
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where a is the mass attenuation coefficient of catalyst (m2/kg)
Pb is the bulk density of the catalyst (kg/m3)
dt is the path length of the gamma rays in the powder and

equals: d~ = di - wall thickness of the standpipe.
a can be calculated as is indicated in Appendix 4.3. a equals
0.00954 m2/kg.

From the distances d1, d2 and d3 the radial position can be calculated:
2223r = 4(d1(0) - d1) + 4(d2(0) - d2) + 4(d1 (0) - d1)(d2(0) - d2)

di(o) is the distance from the centre of the standpipe to collimator i
(i E {l,2,3})

The program calculates essentially the radial' position by using the
above given principles.
From the relations 1 and the relation for di :
Ldi = 108.4 rom (obtained from simple planimetry)
the following expression can be obtained:

1
/HI

1
/H2

1

"''R3

(matrix M)

inversion gives:

d 0
1

d 0
2

d 0
3

{l,2,3}i E

using the calibration: d3
0 = 1 it follows

di = di
o/d3

o i E {1,2}

d3 = 108.4 - d1 - d2.
The absorption of the qamma rays is accounted for by defining:

(1) +H. = H. exp(aPbd.)
1 1 1
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With these new Hi values the distances di are calculated by iteration
until the difference between two successive calculated di values is
less than a certain chosen value (0.5 mm). Idi(k) - di (k-l)1 <0.5 mm.

At last the correction for the sideways displacement is carried out
by defining:

H. (k)
H.(k)l( = --'--'---"-2- E{l,2,3}
, 1- yx.,

and calculating the di values again.
Because each passage of one labeled particle gives two values for Hi
and because these two values should be the same, assuming the parti
cle does not change its radial position eight combinations of di
values are possible to obtain r:

d1(1), d2(1), d3(1)
d1(1), d2(1), d3(2)

. .
d1(2), d2(2), d3(2)

The averaged value of ri is used as r.
The variation in the individual r i values gives an indication of the
accuracy of the measurement and the justification of the assumption,
about the constant radial position. It turned out that the spread in
ri was about 4 mm, as could be expected based on dummy measurements.
All measuring results were checked on this criterion, when the indi
vidual ri values varied more than 4 mm the measurement was rejected.

Calculation of the required activity of the gamma emittor

The calculation will be given for the radionuclide 1~~AU with a gamma
energy of 412 keY.
The solid angle by which the detector is seen by a particle in the
standpipe at maximal particle-to-collimator distance at point B is
approximately 2.2 x 10-2 sterad (see Appendix 4.2). The geometrical
efficiency equals:

l( -3
£geo = 1.75 x 10

Going from Bto C(see Figure 4.9) the geometrical efficiency is almost
constant, going from C to 0 the geometrical efficiency decreases to O.
Assuming the reference count level is about half the plateau height
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Figure 4.9 Sketch of the passage of a labeled particle in the stand
pipe. Particle-to-collimator distance maximum. At the
right is indicated the response curve of the detection
system (count rate versus time) with the reference level
and the points of intersections (P and Q).
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the geometrical efficiency in Q is £geo(Q) =i £*eo' The averaged geo-
g *metrical efficiency of the path length QC is 0.75 £geo' From the geo-

metry the path lengths PB, BC and CQ can be calculated to be 3.25, 10
and 3.25 mm respectively.
The averaged geometrical efficiency over the total path length PQ
equals:

- *Egeo = 0.902 Egeo

The total detector efficiency (Compton and photon effects) of a
3" x 2" ;;aI (Tl) crystal for 412 keV gamma quanta is 60% (see Figures
4.10,4.11).
The total detection efficiency averaged over the measuring time equals:

* -3E = Egeo . Ede = 0.902 * Egeo * 0.6 = 0.95 * 10

The total number of detected gamma quanta during passage of a labeled
particle with activity A (Bq) is:

Np = A . E . 1~.5 . 0.986 . 0.8

The factor 16.5/v gives the time in which the particle travels from P

to Q, if v is the particle velocity (mm/s).
The factor 0.986 accounts for the emission probability of 412 keV

gamma quanta of l~~AU, as may be seen in Figure 4.12.
The factor 0.8 accounts for the transmission of the gamma quanta
through a layer of 60 mm of catalyst of density 400 kg/m3 (see Appen
dix 4.3).

-4Taking for v an averaged value of 130 mm/s Np equals: 0.95 * 10 . A.
As outlined already about one hundred measuring points are necessary
to obtain the response curve with sufficient accuracy.
Because the particles themselves are rather big in size (diameter
1.9 mm) (see section 4.1) it makes no sense to require an accuracy
in the determination of the radial position better than 2 mm. This
requirement implies a rather good statistic, thus a rather high count
rate. Calculation gives that at least 40 cts per channel are required
to obtain this accuracy.
This implies that the total number of counts per passage should be

equal to or exceed: 4000. This leads to the requirement that the
activity per labeled particle is at least 4.21 x 107 Bq (1.14 mCi).
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4.3 The labeled particles

Synopsis

The production method of the labeled particles is described. The tests

for checking whether the produced labeled particles satisfy the im

posed specifications are briefly described and the results of the tests

are summarized.

The labeled particles to be used should fulfill the following crite

rions in order to enable accurate and precise measurement of the velo
city and the radial position of the particles and to guarantee safe
and easy operation.
1. The slip velocity of the labeled particles relative to the powder

particles should equal zero. The labeled particles should not
disturb the powder flow and represent the velocity profile of the
fl owi ng powder.

2. Because the activity of the labeled particles is decreasing steadi
ly it is necessary to refresh them periodically. An acceptable time
interval is one week, which implies that the half life time of the
active radio-nuclide must exceed 2 days. Therefore the labeled
particles should be easily separable from the powder and removable
from the experimental rig.

3. As outlined in section 4.2 the activity per labeled particle should
be 4.2 ~ 107 Bq (1 mei) per particle in order to measure the velo
city and radial position with sufficient accuracy and precision.
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Ad.1

The criterion that the slip velocity of the labeled particles relative
to the powder particles is zero, implies that the drag force on the
particle excerted by the powder equals zero and simplifies the force
balance of the labeled particle. In the stationary case only three
forces are acting on the labeled particle:

i. the Archimedes force
ii. the gravity force

iii. the drag by the gas flow.
The Archimedes force is given by:
+

FA = Vp • Pb . g i

The gravity force can be expressed as:

1'g = -Vp . P~p . g . 2

where Vp is the labeled particle volume

Pb mean bulk density
P~p labeled particle density.

The drag by the gas flow can be expressed as (see Appendix 4.4):

~ 1-£
r D = 30 TI~ Vs dlp (--£--)

where ~ is the gas viscosity
Vs the slip velocity of the labeled particles relative to the

gas, which equals the slip velocity of the powder relative

to the gas
dlp the labeled particle diameter

£ the external porosity of the flowing powder
This expression follows by equating the pressure drop across the
labeled particle, as given by the Ergun relation for packed beds, to
the sum of the drag forces acting on the labeled particles. Using the
current values of the parameters, putting the particle volume 3 mm3,

the ratio I1'DI/I1'AI can be estimated. It turns out to be much smaller
than one (%0.05).
Neglecting the drag force the force balance reduces to:
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which implies that the density Pip of the labeled particle should be
equal to the average density Pb of the powder.
The velocity of the labeled particle is assumed to represent the
powder velocity at the same position. The position of the labeled
particle is defined as the position of the centre of the particle. The
particle velocity will be some mean value between the values at its
boundary. This mean value may differ from the velocity at the centre,
depending on the particle/standpipe diameter ratio and the velocity
profile (see Figure 4.13).

.-+---;-particle 2

particle~2~~

particle 1

v2,powd~~-.r,
v2,particle 1-;~;,

v2,particle

~~ flparticle 1
~~===:-tvl,powder

v1,particle 1
vI,particle 2
velocity profile 1

'--L-v_elocity profile 2

Figure 4.13 Illustration of the discrepancy between the measured
velocity of the tracer particle and the powder velocity
due to the dimensions of the tracer particle.
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In the case of poiseuille flow this effect is given by Simha [1] to be:
d

!:J.v_ 2(lp)2
V
o

- - J D

where !:J.V is the velocity difference of the labeled particle referred

to the undisturbed bulk velocity (vo) and dlp/D is the ratio of the

labeled particle diameter and the standpipe diameter (60 mm). Assuming

the labeled particle diameter is about 2 mm, the relative velocity

difference is approximately 0.08%, which is negligible.

Ad.2

Sieving, based on different size of labeled particles and powder

particles is the most reliable method of separation. Quick separation

with high efficiency is assured if the labeleo particles size is at

least ten times the average powder particle size.
This rules out the use of labeled powder particles and leads to the
choice of labeled specially designed particles with a density equal

to the bulk density of the flowing powder and a diameter at least

ten times the powder particle diameter. The last criterion enables
separation by sieving and the possibility to put a reasonable amount

of radioactive nuclide in the labeled particles.

The choice of the radioactive nuclide

The following characteristics of the radio nuclide play an important
role:

1. the attainable activity per labeled particle
2. the energy of the gamma quanta; E

y
3. the half life time; T1

2
4. practical aspects: easiness, cost, safety of preparation.

An additional criterion is that no other additional radioactive

nuclides should be present in the labeled particles.

Ad.1

The activity per gram radio nuclide obtained by neutron bombardment

can be expressed by the following equation if no secondary reactions
occur:

dN~ -ATb
A/G =at = <p cr N e(l-e )A
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where A is the activity of G gram nuclide
N* is the number of activated nuclei per gram nuclide
¢ is the neutron flux (cm-2 s-l)

a is the cross section for neutron reaction (cm2)
N is the number of atoms per gram of nuclide to be activated,

before bombardment (g-l)

e isotopic abundance of the nuclide to be activated
A 1S tne decay constant (A = ln 2/T 1 ) (s_l)

2

Tb is the time of neutron bombardment (s)
The detectable activity per gram radio nuclide of the selected energy
equals:

* 1A /G = Bf 1+a A/G

where Bf is the branching factor, indicating the ratio of the emitted
gamma rays of different energies

a is the conversion factor, indicating which part of the
selected transition does not lead to the emission of the
selected gamma quanta.

Some remarks about the different parameters can be made:
¢ depends on the neutron reactor
N is restricted by the criterion concerning the labeled particles

density
e should be as large as possible
a should be large
Bf should be about 1
while a should be about zero.
Tb is restri cted by cost and the possi bi 1i ty of damage of the

labeled particles by the bombardment
remembering A equals ln 2/T 1 a high activity implies a short T1 •

2 2

Ad.2

The energy of the emitted gamma quanta is an important property for
three reasons:

i. The absorption of the gamma quanta by the catalyst has to be small
or at least the variation in absorption due to variation in the

porosity of the bulk powder should be as small as possible.
Therefore the gamma energy has to be rather high. Calculation
reveals that the variation in the transmission in a layer of
6 cm catalyst, assuming a variation in the bulk density from
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380 kg/m3 to 400 kg/m3 equals 47% and 1.4% for Ey = 15 keV and

E = 200 keV respectively (see Appendix 4.3). These values show
y

that a high gamma energy (about 100-500 keV) is favourable to
reduce the influence of the density variations on the trans
mission.

ii. To obtain an optimal spatial resolution the geometrical efficien
cy should be very well defined. This requires a very precise
collimation. Because the transmission of low energetic gamma
quanta in lead is appreciable less than for high energetic gamma
quanta, collimation of low energetic gamma quanta is· easier to
obtain, with less lead thickness than for high energetic gamma

quanta. This implies a large source-to-detector distance for
high energetic gamma quanta and so a small geometrical efficiency.
The difference in transmission for low respectively high energet
ic gamma quanta also clarifies that the shielding problems
occurring with high energetic gamma quanta are more serious than
for low energetic gamma quanta. Also for safety reasons soft
gamma rays are preferred.

iii. The detector efficiency of NaI(Tl) crystals depends on the gamma
energy. The efficiency diminishes with increasing gamma energy
and decreasing crystal diameter and thickness, as can be seen

from Fi gures 4.10 and 4.11.

It can be concluded that a gamma energy in between 300-600 keV
is appropriate.

Ad.3
The choice of the half life time of the radio nuclide is determined

by several contradicting arguments.
i. The required high specific activity demands a short half life

time. The activity of a nuclide is inversely proportional to the

half 1ife time.
ii. For safety reasons it is favourable to use a nuclide with a

short life time because in that case the possible contamination
of the equipment is less serious. When using radio nuclides with
short half life time higher radioactivity values are allowed.

iii. In order to make efficient operation possible it is better to
have a nuclide with large T1 • Because of the slow attenuation in

2
activity with time the particles can be used longer. This saves
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the time to separate the labeled particles from the bulk and the
apparatus and to bring in new, freshly activated labeled parti
cles. A rather good compromise is a half life time of 2-4 days.
One week then equals about two half life times. In that case the
attenuation in activity is a factor 4 and a batch of freshly
activated labeled particles is sufficient for one week of experi-
mentations.

Ad.4
i. The emission probability should be high, i.e. the main part of

the desintegrations should lead to a gamma quanta of the desired
energy which are emitted as such (B~l;~O).

ii. To reduce the total weight of the labeled particles the density
of the nuclide should be low.

iii. The nuclide should be a solid of high chemical stability. The
nuclide is not allowed to react with surrounding materials.

iv. The nuclide should be easily available and the cost should be
acceptable. This implies that the need of enrichment to increase
the abundance of the specific nuclide has to be avoided.

The nuclide which meets all requirements as best as possible is
197 197 .natural gold 79Au. The natural abundance of 79Au 1S 100%. The

neutron cross section of 1~~AU (0 = 100 barn) is such that the
attainable specific activity of the product (1igAU) in a neutron
flux of 1013 neutrons/cm2s in one day is approximately 5.107 Bq/g.
The product l~~AU itself is a target for the neutrons, giving
l~~AU. But for the times of bombardments used (Tb < 1 day) and the
neutron flux used (¢<10 14 neutrons/cm2s) the secondary reaction
is negligible. Furthermore a small amount of l~~Au is not too
much disturbing: The gamma energy is low (E %100 keV) and the

y
half life time is comparable (T 1 = 3.3 days). The calculation of
the activities of l~~AU and l~~Xu is given in Appendix 4.5. The
energy of the gamma radiation is 412 keV, the emission probabili
ty is 98,6%. The decay scheme of l~gAU is given in Figure 4.12.
The half lifetime is 2.7 days. As will be described in the fol
lowing, it is possible to build labeled particles with a volume of

about 3 mm3, containing up to 29 weight% l;~AU, with a particle
density of 0.38 g/cm3. The activity of one labeled particle just
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after bombardment is 22.5x107 Bq (6.1 mCi), 7 days later the
activity has been decreased with a factor 6 to a value of about
3.7xl07 Bq (1 mCi). This was the activity required for our
measurements.
So the required time of bombardment is less than one day. Com
pared to artificially made or enriched isotopes the cost of
197Au is rather low. Gold powder is easily to handle, it is
chemically stable.

Production of the tracer particles

The heart of the tracer particles are small polystyrene foam balls
(density about 80 kg/m3, diameter about 1.6 mm). These are coated
with a two component resin, in which the gold -powder is finely
dispersed (2 x mg gold in 5 x mg resin is sufficient to coat x mg
polystyrene balls).

The coated, sticky particles are loosened by gently rubbing with fine
glass powder. The particles are dried during at least five hours at
700 C and shaked during about half an hour on a shaking sieve to
remove loosely attached glass powder. Then the whole procedure is
repeated. The result are particles of about 1.8 a 2 mm diameter, with
a density of about 380 kg/m3, containing about 3.5 mg gold per parti
cle. This amount suffices to obtain the required activity in neutron
bombardment during 12 hours in the high flux reactor (¢ = 1013

neutrons/cm2s) of the Inter-University Reactor Institute of Delft.
i. The particles were selected on their d~nsity, related to their

flow behaviour. The ultimate check was made in the sandglass
itself. Tracer particles were put in the sandqlass and after
mixing with the powder they were transported through the stand
pipe up and down. The particles which did follow the powder
movement could be removed by sieving. These particles were
selected. Visual observation of the tracer particles in a two
dimensional fluidized bed of cracking catalyst did not show any
deviating behaviour.

ii. The particles were selected on their size by sieving. The
fraction in between 1800 ~m and 2000 ~m was selected.

iii. The particles were also selected on their radioactivity after
neutron bombardment. A large amount of labeled particles was put
in a special container (Figure 4.14). The construction of the
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container was such that the neutron flux for all particles was
as equal as possible. The spread in resulting activity due to
neutron flux variation etc. was first investigated by putting
small pieces of brass of known weight in this special container.
The spread in resulting specific activity of the brass pieces

1IIIIi IHITIm-1
~-2

Figure 4.14
Sketch of the container for
selection on the radioactivity
of the labeled particles.
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1. perspex screw
2. perspex end disk (0 25 mm,

height 8 mm) without groove
3. perspex disk with groove

(2.5 mm height, 3 mm width)
4. stainless steel match rod
5. plastic fixing rod.

was ascribed to neutron flux variation. A variation of about 10%
was found. For activity spread measurement the tracer particles
were put in the special container and activated slightly. Then
the number of detected gamma quanta in the energy range around
412 keV of individual particles was compared.
This number is proportional to the radioactivity of the particles,
All particles with an activity between 2/3 and 4/3 times the
averaged value were selected. This was 68% of the total amount.

iv. The energy spectrum of the emitted gamma radiation of the
activated particles was pretty clean: except the three peaks of
1j~Au (412 keV, 676 keV and 1088 keV, in the correct ratio (see
Figure 4.13))only two very weak peaks at 1369 keV and 2754 keV
were found due to 24Na •

v. The attrition of the activated tracer particles was checked by
fluidizing a number of activated tracer particles during a rather
long time (147 hours) at a superficial gas velocity of 0.038 m/s
in a bed of fresh cracking catalyst. The particles and the powder
were separated and their radioactivities were measured separately.
The activity of the catalyst was due to l~~AU as revealed the
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energy spectrum of the emitted gamma quanta and was less than
0.001% of the activity of the particles. To check whether the
particles could resist mechanically the high neutron flux and the
increase in temperature during their stay in the reactor some

particles were bombarded repeatedly (5 times, under conditions
equal to the normal working conditions). These particles were
fluidized 14 days at a superficial gas velocity of 0.01 m/s. The
activity in the 412 keV peak of the powder was hard1y measurable
but was certainly less than 0.001% of the activity of the parti
cles.

All these tests show that the tracer particles satisfy all the crite
rions that were made and that they can be used in the huge sandglass.
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Appendix 4.1

Pulse response measurements by pulse activation

Theoretically it is possible to deduce the velocity profile by measur

ing the pulse response if
1. the totally measured activity is proportional to the number of

particles.

2. axial symmetry exists.

3. a monotonous strictly decreasing or strictly increasing relation

between velocity and radius exists.

4. neither radial diffusion nor radial velocity components occur.

Particles at a radius between r and r+~r have a velocity between vr
and vr+~vr' These particles pass the measuring level in the time
interval t-~t and t. If L is the vertical distance between the acti

vating level and the measuring level then
L L

t-~t = v +~v ; t = -
r r vr

The number concentration of tracer particles at the activating level
is c. The number of tracer particles that pass the measuring level

having a velocity between v and v +~v equals: c.v .2nr.~r.r r r r
This is a fraction of the total number of tracer particles passing
the measuring level:

vr ·2nr.dr
Q
d

f(r) dr = g(v)dv

where Qd is the volume powder flow.

Because passage time and velocity of the tracer particles are related
by the pathway L it holds

g(v)dv = h(t)dt

and

g(v) = h(t) ~ (1)

The measurement will give the number of tracer particles passing the

measuring level as function of the time. So the function h(t) can be
obtained. This function can be converted to the function g(v) by
relation (1).
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Define a function G(v*) (see Figure A4.1.2) by
v* r* *2

G(v*) = - f ~ dv = f v(r) 2rrr dr = 2rr r
v v 0 Qdv(r) Qd . ~

max
By inverting the relationship G(v*) to a relationship v*(G) Figure
A4.1.4 can be obtained and by taking the square root of the abscissa
Figure A4.1.5 results. As an illustration the procedure is elucidated
for a parabolic velocity profile with non-zero wall slip velocity in
Figure A4.1.1 to Figure A4.1.5.

The assumption of homogeneous number concentration of tracer particles
is rather doubtful, because the porosity in a layer of a few particle
diameters thickness at the wall of the standpipe will be higher than
anywhere else in the standpipe.
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Figures A4.1.1-A4.1.5 Parabolic velocity profile with non-zero slip
velocity
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Appendix 4.2

Calculation of the geometrical efficiency of the gamma ray detection
system

The tracer particle is moving in a cylinder with external radius R.
A right-angled lead collimator is placed tangentially to the cylinder.
Behind the collimator the detector with photomultiplier tube is
located.
The coordinate system is chosen such that the cylinder axis is the
z-axis. In the horizontal plane the other cylinder coordinates, rand
¢,are defined. The plane z=O is symmetrical with respect to the col
limator slit (see Figure A4.2.1). From Figure A4.2.2 it can be seen
that there are three distinct regions I, II and III. A photon emitted
in region I will never reach the detector. gis defined as the solid
angle by which the detector is seen by the photon. In region I g
equals zero. The geometrical efficiency Egeo ' defined by:

Egeo = g/47T

equals zero.
Region I is determined by the value of z(a) and z(a') where a and a'
are on the boundaries of region 1/11 (see Figure A4.2.2). The distance
perpendicular to the collimator from a point A, situated on the boun
dary of region 1/11 is: y = R - rcos¢ (see Figure A4.2.2).
From Figure A4.2.2 it can be seen that holds:

b
~ = z(a) - ~ b
y R - rcos¢ = a

from which follows:

z(a) = ~ (R - rcos¢) + ~

Similarly for a':

-z(a') - ~ b
R - rcos¢ = a
With the result for z(a'):

b bIz(a')1 =0 (R - rcos¢) + ~

Hence, region I is determined by:
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z=o

Figure M.2.1
The standpipe and the lead collimator with collimator slit. Indicated
is the cylinder coordinate system (r. ~. z).
1. 1ead collimator; 2. collimator slit; 3. standpi pe

1

section of Figure A4.2.1. indicating the regions I. II
and III with the boundaries a(a') and B(B') respectively. Ais a point
on the boundary of regions I and II. Indicated are the distances x
and y and the angle y.
1 lead collimator; 2 collimator slit (dimensions b. dmm); 3 standpipe
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Izi : ~ (R - rcos¢) + ~ (1)

In region III the detector is seen completely by the tracer particle.

The equation for region III reads

IZI::;~ (2)

as can be seen from Figure A4.2.2.
Let Q be the position of the tracer particle, somewhere in region III

(r<R, IZI<~, O~¢~2IT). From Q the detector is seen as a rectangular
region. Determination of Q involves projection of this rectangle on
a spherical surface around Q. The middle of the rectangle is called M.
Because it is rather complicated to determine the surface area of this
curved surface the calculation is approximated by projection on the
tangent plane in M(see Figure A4.2.3). Because Q is small the error
made in this way is small too: about 1%. The point with r=O and z=o is

-+
called 0, OM is perpendicular to the front plane of the detector. The
surface area of the projection is called A (see Figure A4.2.3). The
solid angle Q is approximated by:

A
Q=~

"Q"f.l
Calculation of~ (see Figure A4.2.3).
The projection of Q on the z=O plane is called P, S is the projection

-+
of P on OM.
UR=R+d
US" = rcos¢
~ = R + d - rcos¢
1"5" = rs i n¢

"PN2 = 1"5"2 + ~2 = (rsin¢)2 + (R + d - rcos¢)2
~2 = ~2 +~ = z2(Q) + (R + d)2 + r2 - 2r (R + d) cos¢ (3)

The projection (see Figure A4.2.3).
If ¢ I 0 and ¢ I IT then the front plane of the detector is not seen at
right angles from P. The length of the rectangle has become acos8. The
height b is unaltered by going from S towards P. Going from P towards
Q b is shortened to bcoso (see Figure A4.2.3.). The surface area A
equals abcos8 coso.
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Figure A4.2.3
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The angles e and O.

From Figure A4.2.3 it can be seen that holds:

cose coso = MS . MP = MS = R + d - rcos¢ (4)
~ ~ ~ Iz2 + (R+d)2 + r2 - 2r(R+r)cos¢

Combination of formula (3) and (4) gives for the solid angle Q in
regi on II I:

A ab (R + d - rcos¢) (5)
Q = ~1 = [Z2 + (R+d)2 + r2 _ 2r (R+d) COS¢]3/ 2

For region II Q depends on r, ¢ and z. At the boundaries with region I
and III Q is known. For fixed rand ¢ the effect of variation of z on
the visible detector plane area is calculated. The first effect is
that only a part of the detector plane can be seen. The width of the
visible detector plane, acose, does not change, the height of the
visible detector plane decreases.
The second effect is that Mis no longer the middle of the visible
detector plane. The distance from Q to the middle of the visible de
tector plane M' , HTq, is larger than~.

The first effect is, as can be seen from geometry (see Figure A4.2.4),
linear in the coordinate z in between the boundaries of regions I and
III. The area of the visible detector plane will be calculated by
linear interpolation between these boundaries:

A' = f.A (6)

The boundaries of region II are zl and z2' (For symmetry reasons it
suffices to look only for z>O) zl = b/d.(R- rcos¢) + b/2, z2 = b/2.

f equals zero for z = zl' and equals one for z = z2' Hence f can be
expressed as:

_ z-zl _ b/2 - z
f - z2-z1 - b/d(R-rcos¢) + 1 (7)

To account for the second effect calculation of~ is needed
('"Q'fV)2 = (V"W)2 + (z + "MW)2 (see Figure A4.2.5).
1'"'W = PM

b
"MW = (l-f)'"2"

Hence: b

(~)2 = (R + d)2 + r2 _ d z -"2" 2
~"I 2r(R + d)cos¢ + (z + "2" R-rcos¢)
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So we get for region II:
AI

n=~=
("OW)

b

r
"2"-z Jabo ~b-------------- + 1 . (R + d - rcos¢)

(f (R - rcos¢)

~R+d)2 + r2 - 2r (R+d) cos¢ +

Summarizing we have found:

region I.

n(r) = 0 : Izl > ~ (R - rcos¢) + %
region II.

ab.(R + d - rcos¢). [b %-z + 1]
(f (R - rcos¢)

r z - b ] 3/2
~R+d)2 + r2 - 2r (R+d)cos¢ + (z + ~ R_rc~s¢)2

b b
< (f (R - rcos¢) + "2"

reg ion II I

n(r) - ab (R + d - rcos¢)
- [(R+d)2 + r2 - 2r (R+d)cos¢ + z2]3/2

Izi < %

(9)

(10)

(11 )

(12)

To illustrate these results the calculated n(z) has been plotted in
Figure A4.2.6 for some special cases:
a = 60, b = 10, d = 100, R = 35
(r =0), (r = 30, ¢ = 0) and (r = 30, ¢ = 7T).
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Appendix 4.3

Calculation of the absorption of gamma rays by fresh cracking catalyst

The attenuation of the gamma rays by the catalyst is determined by the
lenght of the path through the catalyst (maximum 60 mm), the bulk den
sity of the catalyst (approximately 380 kgm-3), the chemical composit
ion of the catalyst and the energy of the photons.
The mass attenuation coefficient a can be calculated from the chemical
composition. The cross section for photon absorption as function of
the photon energy for several chemical components is known from the
literature [2,3,4,5,6]. The chemical composition of catalyst in weight
percentages is given in Table A4.3.1. The weight percentages of the
elements, present in catalyst, are given in Table A4.3.2.

The mass attenuation coefficient of catalyst is given by:

where the summation extends over the chemical elements present in the
composition, ai is the mass attenuation coefficient of element i,
while ai is the corresponding weight percentage.

The values of acat calculated by this formula are given in Table A4.3.3,
together with values for the transmission of the incident photon flux

-3 -3for two bulk densities: Pb = 380 kg m and Pb = 400 kg m respect-
ively (see Figure A4.3.1).
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Chemical composition of dry fresh catalyst

weight perc.
Si02 74.03
A1 203 25.02

S04 0.91
Fe 0.03
Na20 0.01--

100.00

Table M.3.1

Weight percentages of the elements in fresh catalyst

a 51.81
Si 34.61
Al 13.24
S 0.30
Fe 0.03
Na 0.01--

100.00

Table M.3.2
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\0
N

photon aD * 10 aAl * 10 aSi * 10 as * 10 aFe * 10 aNa * 10 acat*10 transmission through a
energy

(m2kg- 1) (m2kg- 1) (m2kg- 1) (m2kg- 1) (m2kg- 1) (m2kg- 1) (m2kg- 1)
layer of 60 mm fresh

(keV) catalyst

Pb=380 kgm-3 Pb=400 kg m-3

10 5.34 24.3 31. 5 49.5 169 15.5 17.09 1.195)(10-17 1.538*10-18

1.69 7.48 9.78 15.25 56.2 4.58 5.31 -6 2.92 *10-615 5.52 *10
20 0.794 3.26 4.25 6.59 25.2 2.01 2.34 4.82 *10-3 3.64 *10-3

25 0.504 1.81 2.30 3.40 13.7 1.10 1. 31 5.04 )(10- 2 -24.31 *10
30 0.362 1.08 1.38 2.08 8.01 0.705 0.817 15.52 14.07
40 0.251 0.543 0.670 0.978 3.55 0.395 0.438 36.84 34.95
50 0.207 0.353 0.421 0.580 1.90 0.281 0.302 50.23 48.44
60 0.188 0.268 0.311 0.404 1.18 0.228 0.242 57.59 55.95
80 0.167 0.197 0.219 0.257 0.590 0.181 0.189 64.99 63.53

100 0.155 0.169 0.182 0.201 0.370 0.159 0.166 68.49 67.14
150 0.137 0.138 0.144 0.150 0.196 0.134 0.140 72.67 71.46
200 0.124 0.122 0.127 0.130 0.146 0.120 0.125 75.20 74.08
300 0.107 0.104 0.108 0.109 0.110 0.103 0.106 78.53 77.54
400 0.0956 0.0927 0.0961 0.0968 0.0939 0.0918 0.0954 80.45 79.54
500 0.0871 0.0844 0.0873 0.0879 0.0840 0.0836 0.0968 82.04 81.19
600 0.0805 0.0779 0.0805 0.0810 0.0769 0.0774 0.0802 83.29 82.49
800 0.0708 0.0683 0.0708 0.0708 0.0668 0.0678 0.0705 85.15 84.43

1000 0.0636 0.0614 0.0635 0.0637 0.0598 0.0609 0.0633 86.56 85.91

Table A4.3.3
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Appendix 4.4

Calculation of the drag force excerted by the gas on the labeled
particles

The slip velocity, vs ' between the gas and the labeled particles is
expressed by the Ergun relation:

d 2 2,Q,p . /':,P . g E
VS = 180]1 1=£ (1)

where d,Q,p is the diameter of the labeled particle
/':,P is the density difference between gas and labeled particles
g is the acceleration due to gravity
]1 is the gas viscosity
E is the bulk porosity

The drag force per labeled particle, FO' is expressed by the Stokes
force for one isolated labeled particle and an -yet unknown- function
of the porosity, h(E).

(2)

Of course FO can be related to the interaction force FS between gas
phase and dispersed phase per unit volume dispersed system by:

FS
F0 = T='£ . V,Q,p (3)

here V,Q,p is the volume of the labeled particle.

FS follows from a force balance for both phases for stationary uni
directional uniform flow:

-EVP - EP
C
~ + FS = 0 for the gas phase

-(l-E)VP - (l-E)p,Q,p ~ - FS = 0 for the dispersed phase

where vP is the pressure gradient
Pc is the density of the gas

From these equations follows for FS:

~S = E Pc ~ + EVP = ~E(l-E)(Pc-Plp)
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and thus FDcan be expressed by:

d 3
F = 9 E ~p W~D 6

From equations (2) and (4) follows for FD:

d 3

ED = E ~p 9 n -iE- = 3n ~ Vs d£p h(E)

Thus Vs can be expressed as:

d 2
£L E

Vs =~ . ~p • 9 nTET

Using equations (1) and (5) h(E) can be expressed by:

h(E) = 10(1-E)
E

From equations (2) and (7) follows for FD:

lO(1-E)
FD= 3n ~ Vs d£p E
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Appendix 4.5

Calculation of the activity of 198Au and 199Au after neutron bombard
ment of 197Au .

The reaction reads:

197Au ~ 198Au ~ 199Au
I I I

The essential constants are:
The cross section of 197Au for neutron reaction: 01 = 99 barn
The cross section of 198Au for neutron reaction: 02 = 2.6*104 barn
The half life time of 198Au : T~ 1 = 2.7 days
The half life time of 199Au : T1'2 = 3.3 days

2 ,

The neutron flux, ° ~ 1013 cm-2s- 1 (for BEFA at IRI at Delft).

The differential equation for reaction I is:
dN 1
dt = ¢01 No(t) - A1N1(t) -¢02 N1(t)

where
t t

No(t) = No - N1(t) - f AN1(T)dT - f ¢02 N1(T)dT
o 0

here in is:

(1)

(2)

the number of 197Au nuclei per gram gold at time t.
the number of 197Au nuclei per gram gold before bombardment:

6 1023
No = *M ' where Mis the atomic mass of gold.

the number of 198Au nuclei per gram gold at time t.
the decay constant of 198Au :
A _ 1n2
1-~1

2 ,

the decay constant of 199Au ,

A _ ln2
2 -~2

2 ,

The boundary conditions are:

N1 (t=O) = 0
dN lor- (t=O) = ¢01 No
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The first term at the right hand side of equation (1) indicates the
increase of the number of 198Au nuclei due to reaction I, the second
term gives the decrease in N1 due to radioactive decay of 198Au ,
whil e the thi rd term accounts for the acti vation of 198Au by neutron
bombardment to 199Au • A similar interpretation holds for equation (2).

By differentiation of equation (1) to t the integrals in equation (1)
disappear:

2d N1 dN 1
~ + at . (cj>o1 +A 1 + cj>( 2) + N1 cj>01 (A 1 + cj>(2) = 0 (4)
dt
Solution of equation (4) reads:

N1 = eY t

where y equals:

The general solution is:

Ylt Y2 t
N1 = B1 e + B2 e

Taking into account the boundary conditions the constants B1 and B2
can be calculated.
The final form of the solution is:

cj>o N
N1(t) = 10 *

yf(cj>0 1 + Al + cj>( 2)2 - 4 cj>01(A1 + cj>(2)

(

-(cj>01 + Al + cj>( 2) +\/(cj>0 1 + Al + cj>( 2)2 - 4cj>°I(A1 + cj>( 2)
exp ( t)

2

Taking the current values for the parameters the quantitative result
for the number of 198Au nuclei per gram gold after t days neutron
bombardment is:

17 -4 -1
N1(t) = 9.43 * 10 [exp(-0.864 * 10 * t) - exp(-2.792 * 10 * t)]

(6)
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The activity of 198Au per gram gold just after bombardment during t
days equals:

A1 N1(t) -4
Al = 10 Ci/g = 75.728(exp (-0.864*10 *t)- exp(-0.2792*t)) (7)

3.7dO

After one day bombardment the activity is: 68*1010 Bq/g, which means
that the activity per labeled particle, which contains approximately
0.4 mg gold is about 27*107 Bq (7.4 mCi).

The differential equation for reaction II reads:
dN2
CIt = ¢o2 N1(t) - A2N2 (8)

The first term of the right hand side gives the increase in the
number of 199Au nuclei due to neutron activation of 198Au . The second

. 199
term accounts for the decay of the formed Au. The boundary condit-
ion is:

. t)

N2 = 0 at t = 0

The solution is:

2 -(¢ol + Al + ¢o2) + V
= ¢ 020

v
1NO l 2 exp( 2 . t)

N2(t) -----~-----

V - (¢ol + Al + ¢o2 - 2A2)

-(¢ol + Al + ¢o2) - V
+ 2 exp ( 2

V+ (¢ol + Al + ¢o2 - 2A2)

- 2 2
(¢ol + Al + ¢o2 - 2A2) - V

where V is: ~ (¢ol + Al + ¢o2)2 - 4¢ol(A1 + ¢o2)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Substitution of the current values for the parameters yields:

N2(t) = 2.45 * 1018 [0.041 exp(-0.864 * 104 * t)

+ 0.125 exp(-2.792 * 10-1 * t) - 0.166 exp(-0.210 * t)] (12)

which formula gives the number of 199Au nuclei per gram gold after t
days neutron bombardment.
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The activity of 199Au per gram gold just after bombardment during t
days equals:

.A2N2(t)
A2(t) = 10 Ci/g =

3.7*10

1.6 * 102 [0.041 exp(-0.864 * 10-4 * t) + 0.125 exp(-0.2792*t)
- 0.166 exp(-0.210*t)] (13)

After one day bombardment the resulting activity of 199Au of one

gram gold is 0.588 *1010 Bq (0.159 Ci).
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List of symbols

A

D

ID

d

dQ,g
di
dt

1

G

g

Hi(x)

N

N'

P(event A)

Qd
R

activity of labeled particle
detectable activity of the selected energy
mass attenuation coefficient of element i
branching factor
number concentration of tracer particles
diameter of standpipe
diffusion coefficient of gas in air
path length of gamma radiation in the absorber
diameter of labeled particle
distance particle-to-collimator i
path length of the gamma radiation in the powder
towards detector i
energy of gamma radiation
Archimedes force on the labeled particle
gravity force on the labeled particle
drag force exerted by the gas on the labeled
particle
total mass of radio nuclide
acceleration due to gravity
plateau height of detector i at a sideway
displacement of the labeled particle from the
centreline of x mm
unattenuated radiation intensity
attenuated radiation intensity
sum of counts in time interval t 2i - t 2i -

1
of

detector j

number of atoms per gram nuclide
number of activated nuclei per gram nuclide
total number of labeled particles in the system
number of detected gamma quants during passage

pressure
pressure gradient

possibility of occurrence of event A
volume powder flow
radius of standpipe
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[Bq]

[Bq]
2 -1[m kg ]

[- ]

[m-3]

[mm]
[m2s -1]

[m]

[mm]
[mm]

[lMl]

[ KeV]

[N]

[ N]

[msec-1]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[g-l]
[g -1]

[-]

[-]

[Nm-2]

[Nm-3]



r

T

v
Vp
v(r)

V

b.v

x

distance of radioactive source to the detector
transmission coefficient of gamma radiation
half life time of radio nuclide
time of neutron bombardment
passage time of a labeled particle
intersection i of the response curve with the
reference count level
critical volume
particle volume
local powder velocity
maximum powder velocity
minimum powder velocity
mean. undisturbed powder velocity
slip velocity ,of the labeled particle relative
to the gas
vertical particle velocity
velocity difference of the labeled particles
and the undisturbed powder
slit distance
sideways displacement of the particle from the
centreline of detector i

[m]

[-]

[s]

[s]

[msecJ

-1[ms ]
[ms -1]

-1
[ms ]
[m]

[mm]

Greek symbols

el conversion factor [-]

eli weight percentage of element [-]

Bi constant [s]
y constant [mm-2]

£ external porosity of flowing powder [-]

£geo geometrical efficiency [-]
I maximum geometrical efficiency of a labeled£geo

particle during passage [-]

£geo averaged geometrical efficiency during counting [- ]

£de detector efficiency [-]

£ detection efficiency [-]

]J dynamical gas viscosity [poise]

Pb bulk density of flowing powder [kgm-3]
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a

<P

e
Q

density of labeled particle
density of absorber
cross section for neutron bombardment
neutron flux
abundance of the nuclide
solid angle
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[cm2]
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS OF THE BULK AND MICRO MEASUREMENTS.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS; SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS.

Synopsis

The results of the bulk measurements are given. The practical problems

with the micro measurements are briefly mentioned. The results of the

micro measurements in the glass and the perspex standPipe are summa

rized and discussed. The micro measurements and the bulk measurements

are compared. Suggestions are made for further investigations.

5.1 The bulk measurements

A lot of measurements with cracking catalyst were carried out in the
glass standpipe (see Figure 3.1). By varying the gas bypass flow and
the upper butterfly valve position stationary powder flow could be
obtained at different porosities and at sufficiently low velocity to
enable measurement of the wall slip velocity visually. The lower
butterfly valve was completely open in all these measurements to pre
vent that an unknown amount of the powder in the standpipe was sup
ported by the lower butterfly valve.

The measurements in the coated perspex tube are incomplete, missing
the wall slip velocity value. The coated tube was not sufficiently
transparent to discern the black painted powder particles from the
white bulk powder particles. The measurements in the glass tube are
summarized in Table 5.1 where the following quantities are tabulated:
the bulk porosity of the flowing powder (E), the pressure drop across
1371 mm of the standpipe (~Ppipe)' the increase in pressure drop
across the lower fluidized bed per unit time (~Pbed/~t), the wall
slip velocity (vw)' the wall shear stress (T

W
) calculated from E and

~Ppipe' the averaged powder velocity (vd) calculated from E and
~Pbed/~t and the quantity G to be defined in the following section.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results in the perspex tube (E, ~Ppipe'

~Pbed/~t, TW' vd)·
Comparison of the T

W
values for the glass tube and the perspex tube

show a strong increase in T
W

in the rough perspex tube of about a
factor of 4. This clearly demonstrates the influence of the wall

roughness on the wall shear stress.
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o
CJ1

£ -V lIPpipe -T
W lIPbed/llt -V

d -G
W

(cm/s) (N/m2) (N/m2) (N/m2s) (cm/s) (lis)

0.482 6.81 4943 1.278 2.735 7.?4 0.14

0.481 4.81 4962 1.173 1.90 5.02 0.07

0.479 7.565 4962 1.377 3.075 8.09 0.175

0.476 6.14 5000 1.298 2.45 6.41 0.09

0.476 4.23 5013 1.154 1.66 4.34 0.037

0.474 8.405 5001 1.501 3.43 8.94 0.178"

0.470 7.555 5043 1.468 3.09 7.99 0.145

0.470 4.05 5065 1.222 1.59 4.11 0.020

0.469 4.90 5069 1.228 1.95 5.03 0.043

0.466 6.09 5089 1. 393 2.44 6.26 0.057

0.464 5.885 5106 1.413 2.35 6.01 0.042

0.463 7.76 5105 1. 540 3.15 8.04 0.093

0.462 7.32 5116 1.524 2.97 7.56 0.08

0.460 4.775 5148 1. 389 1.91 4.85 0.025

0.460 9.65 5117 1.727 3.98 10.10 0.15
0.458 5.335 5162 1.449 2.145 5.43 0.032
0.456 3.98 5185 1.407 1.595 4.02 0.013
0.454 7.39 5184 1.631 3.02 7.58 0.063

0.452 6.17 5208 1.589 2.51 6.28 0.036
0.451 5.255 5219 1.573 2.14 5.34 0.028
0.448 6.015 5239 1.668 2.47 6.13 0.038
0.446 3.028 5273 1. 513 1.23 3.04 0.004
0.444 9.50 5261 1.860 3.98 9.81 0.103
0.425 10.0 5423 2.118 4.28 10.20 0.067

£ -vw ~Ppipe -T
W lIPbed/llt -vd -G

(cm/s) (N/m2) (N/m2) (N/m2s) (cm/s) (lIs)

0.512 4.55 4687 .869 1.89 5.30 0.25

0.510 7.70 4648 1.513 3.61 10.10 0.80

0.510 2.485 4733 .581 0.97 2.71 0.075

0.510 5.92 4691 1.042 2.51 7.03 0.37
0.509 6.50 4682 1.251 2.92 8.15 0.55

0.506 5.29 4734 .998 2.23 6.19 0.30
0.505 7.42 4702 1.453 3.33 9.22 0.60
0.505 4.40 4752 .910 1.80 4.98 0.20

0.503 6.66 4737 1.288 2.90 8.01 0.45
0.501 4.39 4787 .959 1. 78 4.90 0.17

0.500 8.25 4740 1.578 3.68 10.09 0.61
0.499 7.70 4760 1.459 3.38 9.25 0.52
0.497 5.51 4812 1.110 2.24 6.105 0.20
0.496 6.40 4811 1.227 2.65 7.21 0.27
0.495 2.73 4858 .821 1.05 2.85 0.04
0.492 9.10 4826 1.490 3.82 10.31 0.40
0.490 7.28 4863 1.294 3.00 8.06 0.26
0.490 4.84 4886 1.038 1.905 5.12 0.09
0.489 5.96 4887 1.140 2.39 6.41 0.15
0.486 6.82 4904 1.271 2.75 7.33 0.17
0.486 2.86 4935 .933 1.095 2.92 0.02
0.485 9.01 4894 1.491 3.72 9.90 0.30
0.484 8.34 4904 1.434 3.44 9.14 0.27
0.483 2.91 4961 .977 1.12 2.97 0.02

Table 5.1 Measuring results obtained in the glass standpipe.



tlPpipe tlPbeitlt
-

E: T
W

-vd

(N/m2) (N/m2s) (N/m2) (cm/s)

0.474 4425 4.35 - 7.7 11.65
0.460 4494 5.83 - 8.5 15.2
0.441 4577 7.60 - 9.6 19.15
0.425 4609 9.19 -10.9 22.5
0.419 4627 10.60 -11.4 25.7
0.412 4655 12.27 -11.8 29.4

Table 5.2
Results of transport experiments in the perspex standpipe
of cracking catalyst/air.

Evaluation of the measuring results using a modified Rabinowitz
equation

Because the wall slip velocity is not equal to zero the Rabinowitz
equation cannot be used directly. It is, however, possible to incor
porate the wall slip velocity in the equations as is outlined in
Appendix 5.1. Using these results the quantity G (s-l) which enables
the determination of the rate of shear (yw) can be expressed as:

v - v
G - d w- R
where vd is the averaged bulk velocity

Vw is the wall slip velocity
and R is the radius of the standpipe.

From other experiments it is known that a certain minimal shear stress
is required to induce a flowing movement in a fluidized powder (e.g.
tilting bed experiments [8,9] and rotation viscosimeter experiments
[1,2]). So the rheological model to be applied should account for
this phenomenon of the existence of a yield shear stress (TO)' The
most simple model then is the Bingham model.
Assuming the porosity of the flowing powder is constant across the
horizontal cross section of the standpipe and applying the Bingham
model the quantity G can be expressed in the wall shear stress (TW)'

the yield shear stress (TO) and the apparent viscosity (~). This is
outlined in Appendix 5.2. The final result is:
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4
'0 '0]

12 3 - 311 £
11 'w

This expression enables the determination of '0 and 11 if sufficient
measuring results of (G"w) combinations at constant porosity are

available.

(1)

The accuracy of the derived quantities

The accuracy of the quantities 'w' vd' Pb and G follows from the
accuracy of the directly measured quantities £, ~Ppipe' ~Pbed/~t and

vw'
The absolute inaccuracy of these last quantities is determined
experimentally: 0(£) = 0.002

o(~Ppipe) = 3.3 N/m2

O(~Pbed/~t) = 0.01 N/m2s
o(vw) = 1.3 mm/s (for -vw = 50 mm/s)

The results for the derived quantities are calculated to be:

o('w) = 0.11 N/m2

- 2 )o(vd) = 0.3 mm/s 3(for £ :: 0.500; ~Pbei~t:: 2.00 N/m s
o(Pb),= 4.4 kg/m (pp = 727 kg/m3)

-1 2o(G) = 0.044 s (for ~Pbed/~t = 2.00 N/m s;
£ = 0.500, -vw = 50 mm/s)

Calculation of '0 and 11 using the Bingham model

Because very few combinations of G and 'w at the same porosity are
available and because at least two combinations are required to
obtain '0 and 11 using equation (1) the measuring results are devided
in small £-intervals. The inaccuracy in G" and £ renders thisw .
procedure acceptable. The £-intervals were chosen such that they
contain five £-values.
Rewriting equation (1) to

434
3 'w 'o'w "0 4 3G, =~ -~ +~ = a, + b T + c (2)w ..11 .l11 .L£:11 w w

an equation is obtained which enables the determination of a, band c
by deriving the best regression curve by means of the least squares
fitmethod. The result of the computation is given in Table 5.3.
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€ interval - (Ns/m2) 2€ l.1 -TO (N/m )

0.510-.505 .5070 .390 .394
.509-.503 .5056 .381 .401
.506-.501 .5040 .375 .417
.505-.500 .5028 .332 .494
.505-.499 .5010 .370 .495
.503-.497 .5000 .335 .477
.501-.496 .4986 .300 .560

.482-.476 .4788 .456 .802

.481-.474 .4772 .649 .763

.479-.470 .4750 .705 .757

.476-.470 .4732 .564 .837

.476-.469 .4718 .513 .863

.474-.466 .4698 .416 .919

.462-.456 .4592 .625 1.012

.460-.454 .4576 .669 1.025
,

.460-.452 .4560 .591 1.064

.458-.451 .4542 1.522 .989

.456-.448 .4522 1.858 .981

linear regression of l.1: l.1 = 6.8469 + (-13.0208)*€ Ns/m2

corr.coef. -0.7317

of TO: -TO = 6.1358 + (-11.2128)*€ N/m2

corr.coef. -0.9321

Table 5.3

Fragments of the results of the computation of l.1 and TO

from the experimental results by using equation (2).
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The averaged value (E) is the arithmetic averaged value of the E

values in the E interval.
-, takes values inbetween 0.37 and 1.11 N/m2 while ~ lies inbetweeno
0.29 and 3.26 Ns/m2.
The thus obtained, and ~ values are correlated with the averagetlo
E value by simple linear regression with the result:

-'0 = 6.1358 - 11.2128 ~ E N/m2 correlation coefficient: -0.9821 (3)
~ = 6.8469 - 13.0208 ~ E Ns/m2 -0.7317

for 0.4428 < E < 0.5102

From the expression for 'O(E) and ~(E) for each E value G(,w) can be

calculated (Gcal('w)).
The quality of the fit is indicated by the value of IG EXP - GCALI where
GEXP is the experimentally obtained G value. For the 48 experimental
measuring results GCAL was derived with the expression (3) for 'O(E)

and ~(E). The averaged value for IGEXP - GCALI was 0.0530 with a
standard deviation of 0.07.
The regression is at best if the averaged value of IGEXP - GCALI is
minimal and the calculated standard deviation in IGEXP - GCALI is
less than or equal to the standard deviation in IGEXP - GCALI to be
expected based on the inaccuracies in the quantities GEXP ' 'wand E.

The last quantity can be calculated to be: 0.06.
Using these criterions a new approximation of '0 and ~ as function of
E can be obtained by iteration. The constants A, B, C and D in the
expressions
-, = A - BEo

~ = C - DE
are approximated until the criterions:

i) averaged (IG EXP - GCALI) is minimal.
ii) standard deviation in IG EXP - GCALI is less than 0.06
are fulfilled.
Starting from some set of starting values for A, B, C and Dfirst
the approximation of A and B is sought at constant C and D, result:
A' and B'. The next step is a better approximation for C and Dat
constant A' and B' values, etc.
As starting values the results of equation (3) are used. As illustra
tion a part of the output is given in Table 5.4.
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A B C 0 IGCAl-GExpl a in conclusions

IGCAl-GExpl

6.1358 11. 2128 6.8469 13.0208 0.0530 0.0711
6.1000 11. 2128 6.8469 13.0208 0.0699 0.0861
6.0000 11. 2128 6.8469 13.0208 0.1328 0.1231
6.1400 11. 2128 6.8469 13.0208 0.0512 0.0694 A' = 6.14
6.14 11. 2100 6.8469 13.0208 0.0506 0.0688
6.14 11.20 6.8469 13.0208 0.0486 0.0668
6.14 11.10 6.8469 13.0208 0.0346 0.0476
6.14 11.00 6.8469 13.0208 0.0358 0.0342
6.14 11.05 6.8469 13.0208 0.0333 0.0396 BI = 11.05

6.14 11. 05 6.85 13.0208 0.0331 0.0373
6.14 11.05 6.86 13.0208 0.0325 0.0314
6.14 11.05 6.90 13.0208 0.0341 0.0320
6.14 11. 05 6.87 13.0208 0.0320 0.0284
6.14 11.05 6.88 13.0208 0.0322 0.0279 C' = 6.87
6.14 11.05 6.87 13.0200 0.0320 0.0283

final result: A" = 6.11

B" = 11.05
C" = 6.88
Oil = 13.00

Table 5.4

Some steps of the iterative optimization of the correlations:
-T = A - B )( E:o

~ = C - 0 )( E:
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(4)for 0.4428 ~ s ~ 0.5102

The final result is:

-TO = 6.11 - 11.05s N/m2

~ = 6.88 - 13.00s Ns/m2

Averaged !GEXP - GCALI = 0.029 with standard deviation: 0.025.
In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 a comparison is made between the experimen
tally obtained combinations (GEXp,TW)S and the calculated relation
between G and TWfor various s values using expressions (4).
A graph of Iv I versus IT I for various s values can be seen inw w
Figure 5.3. Also in this case the relation (between IVwl and ITWI) is
s dependent. Just as in the foregoing the relations are obtained using
five points s-intervals and simple linear regression between IVwl and
ITWI. A part of the results of the computation is given in Table 5.5
were relations are summarized of the kind: -vw = a+f3* (-TW) for s=~.

The correlation is, however, rather poor (correlation coefficient
about 0.985) and for small s values (s < 0.456) the correlation fails
(correlation coefficient about 0.91 or less:).

- correlation correlation
s

coefficient

0.5102 -v = - 0.3838 + -T * 5.5406 0.9824w w
.5090 -v = - 0 4719 + -T * 5.5830 .9836w . w
.5080 -vw = - 0.9936 + -TW* 6.2421 .9845

.5056 -v = - 0 2441 + -T * 5.3310 .9904w . w

.5040 -vw = - 0.2418 + -TW * 5.3210 .9912

.4698 -vw = -14.7040 + -TW* 15.2813 .9972

.4678 -vw = -12.9210 + -TW* 13.8297 .9928

.4664 -vw = - 8.4435 + -TW* 10.2895 .9813

.4648 -vw = - 9.7420 + -TW * 11.2892 .9832

.4630 -vw = -10.6832 + -TW * 11.8829 .9740

Table 5.5
Some fragments of the computation of the relation
between -vw and -T

W
at various porosities
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Figure 5.3 -TW (N/m2)

Graph of -vw and -T
W

at various porosities experimentally derived
combinations (.) and calculated relations (-) (five points £
intervals).
The relation: -vw = 319.2*£ -161.8 + (-198.0*£ + 106.1)(-Tw) gives the
dotted lines ~--).

The coefficients a and S are £ dependent and a simple linear regres
sion is applied, glvlng:

a(£) = 319.2 * £ - 161.8 0.456 ~ £ ~ 0.5102
s(£) = -197-96 * £ + 106.14 0.456 ~ £ ~ 0.5102
So the general expression for vw(,w'£) reads:

-vw = (319.2 * £ + 161.8) + (-198.0 * £ + 106.1)(-,w)

All the regression lines form a bundle of lines with centre
(-vw = 9.25 cm/s, -'w = 1.61 N/m2) so the general expression can be
rewritten as:
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-vw - 9.25 = (T
W

+ 1.61)(198.0s - 106.14) 0.456 < s < 0.5102

These correlations are very poor and the relations only give a very
rough indication of the a and S values for a certain s value. The
relation VW(TW'S) is probably more complicated than indicated by the
linear relations given. The following qualitative trends are, however,
clearly visible: -vw increases with increasing (-TW) values. This
increase at constant porosity decreases with increasing (-TW) values.
The increase is dependent on the porosity and decreases with increas
ing porosity.
The interpretation of this expression is, however, not straightforward
because a value for s is used which is an averaged value over the
total pipe cross section, while the porosity at the wall will be the
governing parameter. This porosity at the wall is expected to be
smaller than the bulk porosity, but quantitative values lack.

5.2 Results of the micro measurements

In the beginning the micro measurements gave a lot of problems. Most
of them could be solved more or less easily. A few examples will be
given here. During sieving the powder in the standpipe got packed and
the powderflow stopped. This could be prevented by applying an extra
oscillating gasflow upwards through the powder in the standpipe.
This was realized by a gas bypass linegoing from the lower vessel
above the powder bed to the powder in the standpipe just above the
sieve. The oscillating gas flowis generated by a small compressor
(frequency 60 Hz). To cover the entire cross-sectional area of the
standpipe it was necessary to inject the gas at two diametrically
positioned points.
The most serious problem was the fact that the labeled particles
would not travel up and down through the standpipe when transporting
the powder, but remained in the lower vessel.

Several measures were taken:
1. Increasing the fluidizing gasflow in the vessel
2. Fluidizing during half an hour vigorously (uoA ~ 10 mm/s) before

powder transport.
3. Lowering the upward powder transport velocity.
These were not sufficient. At last the powder itself was investigated
in a two di~ensional bed. It turned out that the powder contained a
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rather large fraction of large size particles (dp : 125 ~m). which
fraction segregated into a thin layer (1-2 cm) just above the bottom
plate. For an -as yet- unknown reason the tracer particles got buried
in this layer. When this large size fraction was removed by sieving
the problem was solved.

As illustration the passage of one labeled particle as seen by
detection chain 1 at a distance of d1 = 20.15 mm from the front of
the collimator is given in Figure 5.4 as the count rate versus the
channel number .
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Figure 5.4
The actual output of the detection system. Indicated is the number of
registered counts per millisec versus the channel number. The

distance of the particle to the front of the collimator was 20.15 mm:

the activity was about 1 mCi.
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Results of the micro measurements in the glass tube. The velocity ave
raged per ~r-interval of 4 mm, versus r is indicated. Vertical lines
indicate the standard deviation. -vd is the result of the bulk measure
ment. The full line is the velocity profile calculated from the bu"lk
measurement results (Bingham model) averaged velocity -v.
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Distribution of labeled particles over the ~r-intervals of 4 mm as
measured (dotted lines) and as calculated assuming a homogeneous dis
tribution of the particles across the cross section of the pipe (full
lines). The velocity is calculated by using the Bingham model.

Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.7
Results of the micro measurements in the
averaged per 6r-interval of 4 mm versus
result of the bulk measurement.

perspex tube. The velocity
r is indicated: -vd is the
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Distribution of labeled particles over the 6r-intervals of 4 mm as
measured (dotted lines) and as calculated assuming a homogeneous dis
tribution of the particles across the cross section of the pipe (full
lines). The velocity is calculated by using the Bingham model.
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Figure 5.9
Results of the micro measurements in the perspex tube. The velocity
averaged per ~r-interval of 4 mm versus r is indicated: -vd is the
result of the bulk measurement.
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Distribution of labeled particles over the ~r-intervals of 4 mm as
measured (dotted lines) and as calculated assuming a homogeneous dis
tribution of the particles across the cross section of the pipe (full
lines). The velocity is calculated by using the Bingham model.
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The results of the micro measurements in the glass standpipe are
given in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, while Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10
give the results for the coated perspex standpipe. The Figures 5.5,
5.7 and 5.9 give the velocity of the labeled particles as function
of their radial position while in Figures 5.6, 5.8 and 5.10 the
number of detected labeled particles is plotted versus the radial
position. The measurements are averaged over ~r intervals of width
4 mm. This rather rough ~r division is chosen in view of the size of
the labeled particles itself (dlP % 2 mm) and of the inaccuracy in
the position determination.
This value for the inaccuracy was obtained in calibration measure
ments, in which a labeled particle is moved up and down at known
vertical speed at a known radial position (inaccuracy less than
0.3 mm). The calibration measurements gave for the r determination of
72 passages a full width at half height of 3.25 mm independent of the
r value itself. For the velocity measurement the full width at half
height was 2.36 mm/s at v= 260 mm/s (i.e. 0.9%) for 144 passages.
The velocity profiles (Figures 5.5, 5.7 and 5.9) show a nearly con
stant velocity for particles in the central part of the tube. The
particles in the ~r interval near the pipe wall show a significantly
lower velocity as was to be expected on basis of the bulk measurements.
The region over which the shear rate extends is small.
The micro measurements are difficult to interpret and the required
accuracy is very difficult to achieve in practice. This is partly
caused by the larqe fluctuation in measured velocities for particles
in one 6rinterval. As illustration the velocity distribution of the
particles in the perspex tube (Figure 5.9) at 12 ~ r < 16 mm is given
in Figure 5.11. The averaged velocity in this ~r-interval is
134.7 mm/s, the full width at half height is 13.4 mm/s (i.e. 10% of
the averaged value~). This can probably be ascribed to local porosity
fluctuations on a scale small compared to the size of the capa
citive porosity meter (7x7 cm) and large compared to the tracer par
ticle size. This implies that these E-fluctuations cannot be measured
with the capacitive porosity meter but that they can cause local
accelerations and decelerations of the tracer particles. To obtain
a reliable value of the averaged velocity in a small ~r interval a
lot of measurements are required. Because the number of labeled par-
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ticles in the system is limited this implies a lot of experiments at
the same conditions, which also asks for a high reproducibility of
the experiment and a lot of patience of the experimentalist.

The accuracy of the position determination has to be increased. It
should be kept in mind, however, that the accuracy of the position
determination is limited by the size of the tracer particles. The
relatively large size of the tracer particles causes also a deviation
of the indicated velocity profile with the actual undisturbed velocity
profile. As indicated already in section 4.3 and Figure 4.13 the
curvature of the velocity profile accounts for a lag in velocity of
the labeled, large size particles in the order of magnitude of 0.08%.
The large size of the particles causes also a migration of the parti
cles. From literature [3,4,5,6] it is known that large size particles
moving in a liquid flow rotate due to velocity gradients, which leads
to a migration. For neutrally buoyant particles in a newtonian viscous
fluid in a vertical circular pipe this so-called Segre-Silberberg
effect causes the particles to concentrate in a small annular zone
with diameter equal to two-third of the pipe diameter. The migration
of the labeled particles is demonstrated by the measured position
distributions sketched in Figures 5.6, 5.8 and 5.10. The full line
indicates the expected position distribution if no migration occurs,
assuming the tracer particles are distributed homogeneously across
the cross section of the pipe:

N(r) t:,r = a.2nrt:,r·lv(r) I

N(r) t:,r is the number of tracer particles passing at a radial dis
tance between r+~t:,r and r+~t:,r.

a accounts for the particle concentration and the total measuring
time.
The migration causes that the number of particles in the regions near
the pipewall is relatively small and renders the determination of the
velocity in these regions additionally difficult. As outlined already
the wall slip velocity is an important parameter.

These drawbacks of the micro measurements are fundamental and cannot
be removed by improvements in the constructions. The drawbacks men
tioned can partly be overcome only if it would be possible to use
smaller tracer particles. In view of the arguments leading to our
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Figure 5.11

Distribution of the measured velocities of the labeled particles
having radial distances between 12 and 16 mm (measurements of Figure
5.9 and 5.10). Velocity interval is 2 mm/s, averaged velocity in this
6r-interval was 134.7 mm/s.

choice for the labeled tracer particles we doubt the possibility to
succeed in using smaller tracer particles.
The occurrence of the porosity fluctuations causing a large tracer
particle velocity distribution cannot be solved, but is inherent to
the system.

5.3 Comparison of the bulk and micro measurements

When we compare the results of the two measuring methods we see that
the results are not contradictory:
both methods give a decreasing particle velocity near the standpipe
wall. Also the order of magnitude of the averaged labeled tracer
particle velocity and of the averaged bulk powder velocity (vd)
agree. However, the quantitative values for the velocity in each
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~r interval in the shear region differ: the bulk measurements predict

a much steeper velocity gradient than has been measured with the
labeled tracer particles. This is even more pronounced in the perspex
tube. In the evaluation of the micro measurements in the perspex tube
use was made of the relations for TO(S) and ~(s). which were obtained
in the glass tube. But we think this is justified because TO and ~

are characteristics of the flowing medium. independent of the system
in which is measured.

A possible explanation for the above mentioned discrepancy between the
calculated and the directly measured velocity profile might be a r de
pendence of the porosity (see Appendix 5.3). Therefore it would be
very interesting to measure the local porosity. As outlined already
this is very difficult because no disturbing measuring devices are to
be put in the system.
A suggestion might be to use labeled tracer particles emitting two
gamma rays: one high energetic and one low energetic. The high ener
getic rays should be such that the transmission through the powder is
almost complete (transmission factor ~ 1). These rays can be used to
determine the position of the labeled particle accurately. The low
energetic rays enable calculation of the absorption of the rays by
the powder. Because the pathway in the powder is known from the
position determination and the mass attenuation coefficient can be
calculated (see Appendix 4.3) the averaged bulk density can be
obtained. This bulk density is averaged over the pathway. By measur
ing at a number of positions it should be possible to deduce the
local porosity. An additional advantage of this method is the
increased accuracy of the determination of the position. because the
iteration for the absorption is no longer necessary. The difficulty
is to produce labeled tracer particles of the optimum size and par
ticle density containing a sufficient amount of radio nuclide(s) to
determine accurately the particle position and the absorption of the
low energetic gamma rays.

5.4 Suggestions

Regarding the problems with the micro measurements it seems advisable
to draw the attention to the bulk measurements. although it is a
deductive way in contrast to the inductive character of the micro
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measurements.
Some improvements in the measurements are necessary. The determina

tion of the wall slip velocity was very simple and straightforward but
was only possible in transparent standpipes at low wall slip velocity.
By using two photocells at two levels in the wall and correlating the
outputs the method can be extended to higher wall slip velocities.
The use of piezoelectric cristals at two levels and correlation of
the signals enables impact measurements in opaque standpipe at high
wall slip velocities. It would be a good thing if the accuracy of
the wall shear stress measurement could be increased. Our way is
rather simple but involves the substraction of two large quantities
to determine the relatively small wall shear stress. But we doubt if
the direct measurement of the wall shear stress by means of moveable
sections is more accurate. The connections of the moveable section
with the rigid sections seem problematic: the connection should be
flexible, should not get blocked or become less flexible due to
piling up of powder, and of course should be air thight. The connec
tion will probably induce disturbance of the flow. The force on the
moveable sections will be small and therefore difficult to determine
accurately.
To investigate the rheological behaviour of flowing powders it is
necessary to use several powder/gas systems. The need to investigate
several kinds of powder does not require any comment. The justifica
tion for the use of several kinds of gases is given in Appendix 5.4.

5.5 Summary of the conclusions

It is possible to obtain in a vertical standpipe a stationary regular
uniform, unidirectional flow of fluidized powder (no bubbles).
In our experiments the averaged bulk powder velocity can be adjusted
by choosing the correct combination of butterfly valve position, gas
bypass flow rate and fluidizing gas flow rates.
Two measuring methods have been evaluated, tested and compared.
The results for cracking catalyst/air were roughly consistent:
1. The shear stress at the pipe wall depends on the wall roughness.
2. Ayield value of the shear stress at the wall exists, the exact

value depending on the bulk porosity (order of magnitude 0.5 N/m2).
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3. There is a non-zero wall slip velocity (order of magnitude
Vw = 80% of vd in the smooth glass pipe).

4. An apparent viscosity is found. The numerical value depending on
the bulk porosity (order of magnitude 0.5 Ns/m2).

5. The velocity profile is plug-shaped. with a rather large plug
radius and a small shear region near the pipe wall.

To derive a rheological model. describing the flow of fluidized powders
much more experiments are necessary. The influence of the powder/gas
system (gas viscosity. powder particle cohesion. powder particle size.
etc.) and of the measuring system (wall roughness. diameter of the
pipe, etc.) should be investigated.
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List of symbols

A nozzle area [mm2]
AI open nozzle area [mm2]

_1 -1
b constant [s 2 mm ]

CD discharge coefficient [-]

d nozzle diameter [mm]

do minimal nozzle diameter for flow [mm]
dp mean particle diameter [llm]
d. distance of the labeled particle towards the

1

front of collimator i [mm]
E elasticity modulus [Poise.s]

frequency of slip-and-stick flow
-1

f [s ]

G quantity defined by G = (vd-vw)/R [S-I]

GEXP experimentally derived value for G [S-I]

GCAL calculated value for G [s-1]
-2g acceleration due to gravity Ems ]

k proportionality constant relating do' d and dp [-]

m total mass of powder to be transported [kg]

N(r)lIr number of tracer particles passing at radial
distances between r-~lIr and r+~lIr in time
interval lit [-]

LIP pressure drop [Nm- 2]

lIPpipe pressure drop across 1.37 m of the standpipe [Nm-2]

LIP pressure drop across the lower fluidized bed [Nm-2]
dpbed

pressure gradient [Nm-3]az -1Q mass flow rate [kgs]
Qd volume powder flow rate [m3s-1]

R internal radius of the standpipe Em]
r radial position [mm]
ro radius of the Bingham plug [1lI11]

rm location of the extremum in the shear stress [mm]

5 quantity defined by 5 = QinR3 [S-I]

T discharge time [s]
lit time i nterva1 [s]
vCr) local velocity [ms-1]

Vw wall slip velocity [ms-1]
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averaged bulk velocity

averaged value of the velocity in a nr interval
or velocity averaged over the cross section of the
standpi pe

Greek symbols

-1[ms ]
[ms -1]

y

E:(r)

nE

lJ

lJa
Pb

Pbo
Pp
o(Q)
T(r)

shear rate
1oca1 poros ity
porosity at the centre of the standpipe
porosity at the wall of the standpipe
arithmetic mean value of the E-values in the
E-interval or
the averaged E-value over the cross section of
the pipe
porosity variation over the radius of the standpipe
dynamical viscosity
apparent dynamical viscosity
bu"lk density
bu"lk density at minimum fluidization
particle density
standard deviation of quantity Q
local shear stress
yield value of shear stress
shear stress at the wall
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[S-l]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[Poise]
[Poise]
[kgm- 3]

[kgm-3]

[kgm-3]

[Nm-2]
[Nm- 2]

[Nm-2]



Appendix 5.1

Determination bf the rate of shear of the powder at the wall of the
standpipe

The volumetric powder flow rate in the pipe is given by
R

Qd = 2n! (1-£) r v(r) dr
o

Assuming (~~) 0 and using the boundary condition v(r=R) = Vw the
result is:

R
Qd = n(I-£) [R2

Vw - ! r 2 dv dr]
o dr

The relation for the shear stress in a vertical circular tube reads:
r dP

T = - "2" [dZ - Pb g]

which implies:

dr = -2 dT
dp

(crz - Pb g)

so (~) is a function of the shear stress T: f(T)

(1)

(2)

d£
- dT

W
(3)

The integrals in equation (3) can be expressed in the quantity S

(eq.(I) and eq. (2))

The definition of the rate of shear y reads
dvYw = + (ar)w (see chapter 1) (4)
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From equations (3) and (4) t w can be expressed as:

. dS TW TW dvw 3S 3vw STW d£
-yw = dT

W
• r£ - R . dT

w
+ 1-£ - -R- +~ dT

w

Defining G by
S Vw

G = 1-£ - R

yw can be expressed in G and TW:

(5)

(6)

(7)

Remark Using the equation for G(S,£,vw,R); S(Od,R) and 0d(vd,£,R)
G can simply be written by:

v - v
G - d w- R
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Appendix 5.2

Application of the Bingham model to the powder flow in the standpipe

The volumetric powder flow rate in the pipe is:

2- R l 2 R 2 d 1Qd = nR vd (1-£) = 2n (1-£) f v(r) r dr = n(I-£) vwR - f r (d~)dr
o 0

where again is assumed (a£/ar) = O. (1)

The Bingham model states:

. (dv)T=T -]1Y=T -]1=o 0 ur (2)

for a cylindrical vertical pipe holds:

r dP
T = - 7 (crz - Pb g)

Combination of (2) and (3) gives:

(~) = [TO + 7(* -Pb g)1/11 (r > r o)

Using equation (4) and (1) this gives:
R 2

R2 - R2 _ f ~ ( r (dP ))dvd = Vw TO + 7 crz - Pb g r
o 11

(3)

(4)

(5)

Because (~) = 0 for r < ro in the Bingham model the lower limit in
the integral can be exchanged by roo From equation (3) it is easy
to obtain:

TO
r =- Ro T

W

Then the final result of equation (5) reads:
T R T T R T

vd = Vw - 3110 (1 - (~)3) + w (1 (~)4)
TW ~ TW

(6)

which implies:

v -v T T 4
G =~ = w (1 _ (~) )4Jl TW
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Appendix 5.3

Influence of a r dependence of E on the velocity profile

and

Assume E = EO + ~E r/R, where R is
This implies E(O) = EO

Eo. = d R) = E + ~E
-~ 2 0

E = EO + 1 ~E

the radius of the pipe.

Calculation of the wall shear stress

The general expression for a circular, vertical pipe obtained by a
force balance is:

1 d dPrar (,(r).r) ai - Pb . g

dP= - az - Pp g (l-E(r))

The flow is in the downward vertical direction (z) and Pb and Pp
indicate the bulk density and the particle density respectively.
This leads to:

2
() r dP {(I) r ~E r},r = - 2 az - Pp g -EO' 2 - ~ ~

The wall shear stress is

Expressing the shear stress in the wall shear stress gives:

r Pp g ~E 2
,(r) = 'w . R +~ (r - rR)

R 3 'w,(r) has an extremum for r = r - -m - ~ ~ Pp g ~E

Because the wall shear stress has a negative value when the powder
flows downwards this implies that
for ~E positive (EW>E

O
): rm > ~ and, has a minimum

and ~E negative (EW<E
O

): rm < ~ and, has a maximum.

For one case the measuring results will be evaluated assuming a
r dependent porosity.
The set of measuring results (from the glass tube) used is
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- vw

£ = 0.500; v = -8.25 cm/s; l = -1.578 N/m2; Yd = -10.09 cm/s.w w
Using the derived expressions for the yield shear stress and the

apparent viscosity:

TO = -6.11 + 11.05 £
~ = 6.88 - 13.00 E

The radius of the plug can be calculated by equating

T(ro) = TO' giving: ro = 2.006 cm.

Remember, however, that these equations are not quite correct because
in deriving them a constant porosity is assumed.
Choosing ~s = -0.03 the following expression for the velocity can be
derived:

-v(r) = 0.01667 - 0.00866 In(0.12 + 13.00 x r) + 1.9903 x r -
91.35 x r2 - Vw m/s for R > r > ro

where r is expressed in meters; -Y = 0.103 m/s.
Graphs of s(r), T(r) and v(r) are given in Figure A5.3.1. For compari
son the computation results assuming a constant porosity, equal to E,
are indicated too.

ro
x

= 1.1 cm
-vx(r) = 69.21 r2 + 1.54 r - 0.01619
and yX = -0.0986 m/s

From Figure A5.3.1 it can be seen that the plug radius is increased
almost a factor 2 by the assumed r dependence of s, while the velocity
difference (Iv(o) - vwl) is almost the same (2.46 cm/s and 2.82 cm/s).
This increase in the plug radius is more consistent with the results
of the micro measurements.
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Figure A5.3.1
E(r), T(r), To(r) and v(r) for two cases.
Dotted lines assume a constant porosity, parameters indicated with
asterisk. Full lines assume a porosity decreasing with increasing
radial distance.
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Appendix 5.4

The influence of the gas on the flow behaviour of fine powders

Gas-solid interaction---------------------
As pointed out by Rietema et al. [1,4] the behaviour of a powder gas
mixture is influenced by the properties of the powder as well as by
the properties of the gas. In most literature on the mechanics of dis
persed solids suspended in gas these mechanics are described as a
result of solid characteristics and solid properties only, the effect
of the gas phase and the interaction between gas and solids are not
considered at all. It certainly is justified to neglect the density of
the gas phase relative to the solid density and hence also the kinetic
energy and the momentum concentration of the gas. Viscous transfer of
momentuM can be neglected compared to friction between the solids for
large particles (i.e. dp>100vm), for smaller particle sizes this is,
however, not allowed. Another effect of gas-solid interaction is the
adsorption of gas to the solids, which process is enhanced by an in
crease of the gas pressure and by reduction of the particle size. Gas
adsorption appears to influence the structure of dense suspensions of
solids.
In literature on gas-solid fluidization until recently the emphasis
was put on the fluid dynamics, while of all the powder characteristics
mostly only the particle size and density were taken into account.
However, more and more it becomes clear that also other powder charac
teristics like cohesion, particle friction, etc. play an important
role in fluidization behaviour.
The effect of the interaction of gas and solids is not unique for
fluidization. In all handling operations of dry powders a gas is pre
sent in the interstitial pores, in the pores of the particles them
selves and in the voids above the powder. In most of these operations
the packing density is constantly changing so there will be a differ
ence in velocity between gas and particles. In other words there is an
interaction. This interaction will be the stronger the finer the par
ticles are.
Effects of the gas characteristics have been observed for instance in
fluidization. The stability of an expanded fluidized bed and the
degree of expansion at which bubbles originate are controlled by the
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dynamic equilibrium between dynamic restoring forces (originating

from the elasticity of the bed structure) and the perturbing forces
(caused by the upward gas flow). The upward velocity of the perturbat
ions increases with decreasing gas viscosity and increasing gas velo
city (increasing porosity). These gas flow perturbations cause per
turbations of the solid particles from their rest position. Hence due
to the particle inertia also the perturbing forces acting on the
solids increase with decreasing gas viscosity and, therefore, will
reach equilibrium with the restoring elastic forces already at a lower
gas velocity when the gas viscosity is decreased. This was clearly
demonstrated by the experiments and theoretical analysis of Mutsers
and Ri etema [2].
The observation of the effect of high pressure on the fluidization
stability might be ascribed to gas adsorption to the solids. Increased
gas adsorption seems to increase the cohesion of the bed structure as
well as the elasticity. In this way the bed stability is increased.
The bulk density of the packed bed which arises after fluidization has
been stopped suddenly or after dumping from a hopper depends on the
strength of the conservative force field in which the process occurs
but also on the viscosity of the surrounding gas. This was clearly
demonstrated by experiments in a large "human" centrifuge by Mutsers
[3].

Also in the case of bulking or settling the adsorption of the gas to
the iolid surface plays a role especially at high pressures or in the
case of very fine powders. Finally, the effect of gas-solid inter
action on the grinding of fine powders should be mentioned. Experi
ments in a ball mill filled with different gases, under the same
grinding conditions, showed that at short grinding times grinding of
fresh cracking catalyst is more effect the higher the gas viscosity.
The better grinding results can be explained by the better flowability
of the powder. In this case the falling balls are less slowed down
when they plunge in the powder pool on the bottom and hence retain a
larger part of their kinetic energy for final collision with other
balls or with the wall of the mill. At longer grinding times, involv
ing smaller average particle sizes adsorption of the gas to the solids
seems to decrease the grinding rate.
Similar experiments performed with quartz show a reverse effect: in
neon-atmosphere the grinding is the least effective while in hydrogen
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atmosphere the best grinding result is obtained. Possibly adsorption

of the gas to the surface of the solid particles, which decreases the

resistance to breakage of the particles is the reason for this grind

ing behaviour.
Adsorption measurements revealed that the adsorption of H2 to quartz
was reasonably strong, while adsorption of N2 was much less and that
of Ne was negligible. The adsorption of all the gases mentioned to
cracking catalyst (measured per gram of powder) is about a factor of
10 higher than to quartz. Taking into account the specific surface
areas of catalyst and quartz (about 5 * 105 m2/kg and 1.2 * 102 m2/kg
respectively) the adsorption to catalyst is negligible compared to the
adsorption to quartz. So the effect of the surrounding gas in the case
of catalyst will be much more smaller than in the case of quartz.

Rheology

Fluidized powders and more or less also packed powders are able to
flow. Aclear rheological model of fluidized powders does not exist so
far but it is clear that this rheology is characterized by at least
three parameters:

i. a yield value which has to be surpassed before flow can set in.
This yield value probably increases with decreasing particle size
and decreasing porosity.

ii. a slip velocity along smooth and non-adhesive walls. As a conse
quence of both yield and slip a so-called stick-and-slip flow
might occur which indeed is often observed along glass walls.

iii. an apparent viscosity, ~a' which describes the rate of momentum
exchange between neighbouring layers of particles which move at
different velocities. This apparent velocity depends strongly on
porosity and is probably related to the elasticity modulus E. If
we assume ~a = E/f -in which f is the frequency of the slip-and
stick flow- this would suggest that ~a decreases if f increases.
Stemerding [5] found that if from the outside a vibration, with
frequencies ranging from 30 up to 100 Hz, is forced onto the
powder the flow properties improve.

Concluding, these data indicate that the flowability of a powder im
proves markedly when the porosity increases. Because fluidized and
settling powders generally have a higher porosity, when the viscosity
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of the interstitial gas is higher, the apparent powder viscosity de
creases if the gas viscosity increases.

Influence of the gas viscosity on the discharge time of fresh cracking
catalyst in a sandglass

Experiments have been carried out in a standardized sandglass (see
Figure A5.4.1) with ketjen cracking catalyst (HA-HPV) as a powder,
while atmospheres of different gases (H2, N2, Ne) were used. The
nozzle between the two hoppers of the sandglass could be exchanged, so
the nozzle diameter could be varied between 1 and 12 mm. Because gas
must flow upwards countercurrently with the powder also a gas bypass,
which could be closed, was fitted. The conus angle of the nozzle
equals the conus angle of the hoppers. The transition of the nozzle
and the perspex hoppers is as smooth as possible. Care should be taken
that no powder enters the bypass, because the powder would damage the
o-rings sealing the throughput of the control of the rubber sheets,
which separate the hoppers from the bypass. This would give rise to
leakages, disturbing the measurements. To ensure reproducible measur
ing results the porosity at the beginning of the experiment is very
important. To avoid settling of the powder, resulting in a bulk den
sity higher than the density of a freely poured powder vibrations and
bumping must be prevented. When working with different gases care has
to be taken that all the gas present in the hoppers -also the inter
stitial gas, the gas adsorbed to the powder and the gas in the pores
of the powder- must be replaced by the new gas. The gas exchange can
be improved by feeding the new gas to the lower hopper, while the
powder is in the upper hopper. When sucking the gas away from the
upper hopper the gas has to flow through the powder thus stripping the
adsorbed gas from the powder. To minimize the effect of the start and
end phenomena the powder level is chosen always well above level A
Figure A5.4.1.
In Figure A5.4.2 and Table A5.4.1 the measuring results are given.
Indicated is the discharge time, T, i.e. the time needed to discharge
170 g fresh catalyst. Measurements are made with open as well as with
closed bypass. The influence of the nozzle diameter can be described

~:

~ = b(d-do)
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nozzle discharge discharge gas
diameter time [s] time [s] atmosphere

[mm] open bypass closed bypass

5 194.6 527
6 112.6 272.8
7 75.2 176.8 air

10 29.3 61.0
12 16.7 35.8

5 139.0 646.6
6 81.82 332.3
7 55.22 209.3 hydrogen

10 21. 76 77.2
12 13.37 44.9

5 240.3 463.0
6 139.8 197.9
7 93.0 137.5 neon

10 34.0 55.5
12 20.3 30.4

Table A5.4.1 Discharge measuring results of 0.170 kg fresh
cracking catalyst in a small sandglass

Table A5.4.2 gives the measuring results. do is the minimal nozzle
diameter for spontaneous flow, at smaller diameters flow is inhibited
by bridge formation. The constant b depends on the kind of powder,

the gas atmosphere and the bypass setting. do varies for different
gases and is influenced too by the bypass setting.
The effects of the gas viscosity are remarkable. With the bypass open
the powder flows faster when the gas viscosity is lower which seems
reasonable. When the bypass is closed the situation is just reversed
and the powder flows faster -although always slower than with the
bypass open- when the gas viscosity is higher. In this situation the
gas must flow upwards through the nozzle and the powder in the upper
hopper near the apex will be fluidized. As indicated in the foregoing
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Figure A5.4.2
Results of the measurements. The time, T, needed to discharge 0.170 kg

_1
fresh catalyst as function of the nozzle diameter, d. Plotted is T 2

versus d.
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fluidization at higher gas viscosity results in higher porosity of
the fluidized layers and this again improves the flowability. The

formula by which the measuring results are fitted may be compared to
the formulation given by Brown [6].
The mass flow rate Qwas found to be proportional to g, the accelerat

ion due to gravity. This is reasonable because g determines the driv

ing force for flow directly. The quantity:

L =~ 2/5
TIPp19

has dimension length. Pp represents the particle density, plotting L

air H2 Ne

bypass b2 = 0.595)(10-3 [S-lm-2] b2 = 0.718)(10-3 b2 = 0.506)(10-3

open do = 2.17 [mm] do = 1. 90 do = 2.26

bypass b2 = 0.286)(10-3 b2 = 0.240)(10-3 b2 = 0.339)(10-3

closed do = 2.45 do = 2.50 do = 2.37

Table A5.4.2

The constants determining the flow equation:

1-= = b(d-do)
If

where T: mean discharge time [s]

d: nozzle diameter [mm]

do: minimal nozzle diameter for flow [mm]

Squaring the equation and multiplying by m -the total mass to be

transported- gives:

2
Q =~ = mb 2 (d-d )2 = i mb TI (d d )2 (1)
lOTI Pb Pb· ~ - 0

where Q is the mass flow rate [kg/s]

i (d-do)2 is the area free for flow [mm2]

and

if

4 mb2 .
---- 1S the superficial powder velocity [mm/s]
TI Pb

Pb is the bulk density [kg/mm3]
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versus the diameter of the orifice gives straight lines. For different
particles -beads, sand and coal were used- almost parallel lines were
found. None of these lines passes through the origin. Thus holds:

L = a(d-d )o (2)

Where d is the diameter of the orifice, do is the diameter for which
Q is zero.
This formula indicates that there is an annulus of width do/2, adjacent
to the edge of the aperture, through which no flow takes place. do
does not depend on aperture size or aperture shape, but does depend
on the particle size.
By putting b2 =!l;g p a5/ 2 ~o the equations (1) and (2) become

'+ m p
identical.

De Jong [7] studied the air controlled particle flow from a flat
bottomed bunker for non-cohesive fine materials through circular

orifices. The effect of air injection on the discharge has been
studied. The hopper has a glass filter provided with a pressure
chamber as bottom. The gas pressure above the powder in the hopper is
kept constant (1 bar). Measurements were carried out with sand
(dp = 140 ]Jm), ballotini (dp = 212 ]Jm, 96 ]Jm) and rabasan (dp = 150 ]Jm).

The effect of bed height and air input have similar effects on the
solids flow rate as long as they have the same effect on the pressure
drop across the orifice, which ultimately determines the flow of air
through the orifice. When the solids flow rate squared is plotted
versus the orifice pressure drop for various bed heights and varying
air input just one line is found, other parameters being constant.
Assuming the particles in the orifice behave like a fluidized bed, the
flow of the air-solids mixture is treated as a liquid with a density
equal to the bed density at minimum fluidization. The actual bed den
sity, also given by de Jong, differs from the bed density at minimum
fluidization roughly 10%.
Taking the velocity uniform over a part A' of the total cross section
A, and zero over the remaining Part of A, the results are correlated
by:

Q2 = co
2 2Pb,o A,2 ~p
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Co is called the discharge coefficients, Pb,o the bulk density at
minimum fluidization. AI is an effective orifice area defined by:

a
A' = i d2 (1- k ~)2

k is obtained from experiments of Beverloo [8]. k = 2.9 for sand and
1.4 for spherical particles.
The discharge coefficient was found to be 0.53, which value differs
considerably from the value for liquids (= 0.63). De Jong tries to
explain this discrepancy by assuming that in the powder flow friction
al losses occur in the vena contracta in constrast with liquid flow.
The dependence of Qon the nozzle diameter is the same as given in
formula (1) and (2), however, the k value differs considerably, per
haps due to different particle size and increased cohesion.

Evaluation of our results in the small sandglass using the relation

of de Jong and taking for ~p the driving pressure head of the powder
bed gives a CD value of 0.29.

This discrepancy might be ascribed to the fact that the catalyst
powder is more cohesive than the powder used by de Jong and the fact
that no aeration has been used, which implies a packed powder bed
instead of a fluidized one.
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Summary

The investigation described in this thesis is a first step in obtain
ing a better comprehension of the rheological behaviour of fluidized
powders.

After exploring measurements with a modified liquid rotation viscosi
meter a literature study has been made concerning the flow of fluidized
powders and about the "viscosity" measurements in fluidized beds. The
measurements showed that three parameters playa role in characteriz
ing the rheological behaviour: the yield shear stress, a slip velocity
of the fluidized system at the wall of the measuring device and an
apparent viscosity of the fluidized bed. It is not apparent from the
literature that there is accounted for these three factors. From the
experiments conclusions could be made for a better measuring system
and a better measuring method.

An axial symmetrical powder flow in vertical direction in a cylindric
al standpipe was chosen. The presence of measuring devices in the flow
was avoided to prevent disturbance of the flow.
A new experimental rig, consisting of two fluidized beds above each
other and connected by a vertical circular pipe was designed, con
structed and tested. The system as a whole is an air-closed circuit.
In preliminary experiments the way to realize the desired regular,
uniform flow of the fluidized powder was determined. The powder
velocity can be adjusted by choosing the correct combinations of the
position of the butterfly valves at both extremities of the pipe and
of the gas flows (the gas flow through the bypass line between both
vessels and the fluidizing gas flows through both powder beds).
Two measuring techniques have been tested and compared. A deductive
method in which the following parameters of the bulk flow were
measured: averaged powder velocity, shear stress at the wall and the
wall slip velocity. The averaged powder velocity follows from measure
ment of the pressure drop across the lower bed versus time and the
determination of the bu·1 k density of the flowing powder. For the
density measurement the capacity of a flat plate condensator, placed
around the standpipe, was determined. The shear stress at the wall
is obtained by measuring the pressure gradient across the standpipe
and the already mentioned density. The wall slip velocity is deter
mined visually using inked powder particles.
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A very simple rheological model was applied to the measuring results.
The model chosen, the Bingham model, accounts for the occurrence of a
yield shear stress. The parameters of the model, yield shear stress
and apparent viscosity were determined using a least squares fit
method and were correlated linearly with the bulk porosity of the
flowing powder. From the thus obtained results the velocity profile
can be calculated for every occurring porosity.
The second method is inductive and aims at the determination of the
occurring velocity profile of the powder at various shear stresses at
the wall of the standpipe by means of a direct measurement. For the
direct determination of the velocity profile a tracer technique was
developed, based on radioactive labeling of tracer particles Which

follow the undisturbed powder flow. The tracer particles are hand
made, more or less round balls. Small polystyrene foam oalls (dia

meter 1.0-2.0 mm) formed the kernel. They were coated with a two com
ponent resin in which the radio nuclide is very finely dispersed.
The layer thickness should be such that the compositae have the cor
rect density: equal to the bu"lk density of the flowing powder. The
compos itae were selected on thei r size (di ameter 1. 8 - 2.0 mm). The
radio nuclide used (1~~ Au) is activated in a neutron reactor to
1~~ Au. At the measurements about one hundred tracer particles are
mixed with the powder, in such a way that they, distributed randomly

in the standpipe, are dragged along by the powder flow. The
tracer particles were thoroughly tested on their relevant properties.

The activated tracer particles are detected by means of three NaI(Tl)
crystal detectors. In front of each detector is a lead collinator
provided with two horizontal slits above each other. The position of
the detector systems and the slit dimensions are such that each
tracer particle in the pipe, passing the slits can be detected by
these three detectors. From the registered signals of the three
detection systems the position and the vertical velocity of the
individual activated tracer particles can be derived.

The usefulness of the measuring methods has been illustrated by
measurements of the system fresh cracking catalyst/air. The results
of the inductive method agree reasonably with those of the deductive
method.
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In order to be able to formulate a rheological model much more
measurements of other systems (powder particles/gas) and in other
pipes (e.g. influence of the pipe diameter, wall roughness) are
necessary. The investigation described gives the devices and methods
to obtain the necessary measuring results.
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Samenvatting

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek is een aanzet om te komen
tot een beter begrip van het stromingsgedrag van gefluidiseerde
poeders.
Na verkennende metingen met een gemodificeerde vloeistof-rotatie
viscosimeter is een literatuurstudie verricht over de stroming van
geflu~diseerde poeders en over de "viscositeits"metingen in gefluidi
seerde bedden. De metingen toonden aan dat drie parameters een rol
spelen bij het rheologisch gedrag t.w.: de zwichtschuifspanning, een
slipsnelheid van het gefluidiseerde systeem aan de wand van het meet
object en een schijnbare viscositeit van het gefluidiseerde bed. Uit
de literatuur blijkt niet dat met alle drie factoren rekening is
gehouden. Uit de experimenten konden conclusies getrokken worden voor
een beter meetsysteem en een betere meetmethode.
Gekozen werd voor een axiaal symmetrische poederstroming in verticale
richting in een cylindrische standpijp. Aanwezigheid van meetinstru
menten in de stroming werd vermeden om verstoring van de stroming te
voorkomen.
Er is een nieuwe opstelling, bestaande uit twee boven elkaar geplaat
ste gefluidiseerde bedden verbonden door een verticale ronde P1JP
ontworpen, gebouwd en getest. De opstelling als geheel heeft geen
verbinding met de buitenlucht. In inleidende experimenten is bepaald
hoe de gewenste regelmatige, uniforme stroming van het gefluidiseerde
poeder gerealiseerd kan worden. De poedersnelheid kan ingesteld worden
door juiste keuze van de stand van de vlinderkleppen, die zich aan de
beide uiteinden van de pijp bevinden, en van de gasstromen(de gas
stroom in de omloopleiding tussen beide vaten en de fluidisatiegas
snelheden door beide poederbedden).
Twee meetmethoden zijn getoetst en vergeleken.
Een deductive methode, waarbij de volgende parameters van de bulk
stroming werden gemeten: gemiddelde poedersnelheid, schuifspanning
aan de wand en de slipsnelheid aan de wand. De gemiddelde poeder
snelheid volgt uit een drukvalmeting over het onderste bed als functie
van detijd en de bepaling van de bulkdichtheid van het stromende
poeder. Voor de dichtheidsmeting wordt de capaciteit bepaald van een
electrische vlakke plaat condensator die om de standpijp geplaatst is.
De schuifspanning aan de wand wordt verkregen uit meting van de druk-
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gradient over de standpijp en de reeds vermelde dichtheidsmeting. De
slipsnelheid aan de wand wordt visueel bepaald m.b.v. met inkt gekleur
de poederdeeltjes. Op de verkregen meetgegevens is vervolgens een zeer
eenvoudig rheologisch model toegepast. Het gekozen model, het Bingham
model, houdt rekening met het optreden van een zwichtschuifspanning.
De parameters van het model, zwichtschuifspanning en schijnbare visco
siteit, worden bepaald m.b.v. een soort "kleinstekwadratenmethode" en
worden vervo1gens 1i nea i r gecorrel eerd met de bul kporos i tei t van het
stromende poeder. Uit de verkregen resultaten kan het snelheidsprofiel
voor iedere optredende porositeit berekend worden.
De tweede methode is inductief en beoogt de bepaling van het optredende
snelheidsprofiel van het poeder bij verschillende schuifspanningen aan
de wand van de standpijp middels een directe meting. Voorde directe
bepaling van het snelheidsprofiel is een tracertechniek ontwikkeld,
gebaseerd op radioactive merking van tracerdeeltjes die de ongestoorde
poederstroming volgen. De tracerdeeltjes zijn handvaardig geproduceerde
min of meer ronde bolletjes. Uitgegaan wordt van kleine piepschuim
polystyreen bolletjes (diameter 1.C-2.0 mm)die gecoat worden met een
twee-componenten-lijm waarin het radionuclide heel fijn gedispergeerd
is. De laagdikte moet zodanig zijn dat het composietdeeltje de

juiste deeltjesdichtheid heeft: gelijk aan de bulkdichtheid van het
stromende poeder. De composietdeeltjes worden geselecteerd op grootte
(diameter 1.8-2.0 mm). Het gebruikte radionuclide (1~§Au) wordt in de
neutronenreactor geactiveerd tot 1~~Au. Bij de metingen worden onge
veerd honderd tracerdeeltjes opgemengd met het poeder, zodat ze random
door de pijp meegevoerd worden door de poederstroming. De tracer
deeltjes zijn uitvoerig getest op hun relevante eigenschappen.
De geactiveerde tracerdeeltjes worden m.b.v. 3 NaI(Tl) kristaldetec
toren gedetecteerd. Veer iedere detector bevindt zich een loodcolli
mator met twee horizontale, boven elkaar geplaatste spleten. De
positionering van de detectorsystemen en de spleetdimensies zijn
zodanig dat ieder tracerdeeltje in de pijp dat de spleten passeert
door alle drie detectoren gedetecteerd wordt. Uit de geregistreerde
signalen van de drie detectiesystemen kunnen de plaats en de verticale
sne"lheid van de individuele geactiveerde tracerdeeltjes bepaald worden.

De bruikbaarheid van de meetmethoden is geillustreerd aan de hand van
metingen aan het systeem verse kraakkatalysator/lucht. De met deze
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inductieve methode verkregen resultaten stemmen redelijk overeen met
de resultaten van de deductieve methode. Om een rheologisch model op
te kunnen stellen zijn echter nog vele metingen aan andere systemen
(poederdeeltjes/gas) en in andere pijpen (bijv. invloed van de pijp
diameter, wandruwheid) nodig. Het beschreven onderzoek geeft echter
de instrumenten en methoden om de benodigde meetgegevens te verkrijgen.
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STEllINGEN 

1 

Het gedrag van een poeder wordt niet alleen bepaald door de eigenschap
pen van het vaste stof bestanddeel, maar ook door het gas dat in en 
rondom het poeder aanwezig is. Het is derhalve onjuist om een poeder 
te definieren als bestaande uitsluitend uit vaste stof deeltjes. 

dit proefschrift. 

2 

De afleiding die Dahneke geeft voor de attractie tussen een bolletje en 
een plat vlak, waarbij elastische vervorming van het bolletje optreedt 
houdt geen rekening met de verandering van deze vervorming indien het 
bolletje van het platte vlak verwijderd wordt door een uitwendige kracht. 

Dahneke, B. Jl. Colloid Inf. Sci. 40/1 (1972) 1. 

3 
De vergelijkingen die Prudhoe en Riquarts geven voor de viscositeit van 
een dispersie kunnen aanzienlijke quantitatieve verschillen geven als 
de dichtheid van de dispersie veel afwijkt van die van de continue fase. 

Prudhoe, J. British Chem. Eng. 9/6 (1964) 371. 
Riquarts, H.P. Chern. lng. Tech. 49/10 (1977) 822. 

4 
Uit SiHC1 3/HC1/H2 mengsels kunnen met het chemical vapour deposition 
proces of grafiet substraten, bedekt met een 10 ~m dikke tin laag, 
grofkorrelige polykristalijne siliciumlagen (korrelgrootte > 100 ~m) 
verkregen worden bij een oppervlakte temperatuur van 1400ok. Met deze 
methode kan de kostprijs van photovoltalsche cellen drastisch geredu
ceerd worden. 

Graef, M.W.M., thesis, K.U.N. (1980). 



5 

Combinatie van meerdere meettechnieken zoals moleculaire beam maser 
technieken en verstrooiingstechnieken kan veel nieuwe mogelijkheden 
openen in het simulatie-onderzoek naar de verklaring van het in inter
stellaire emissies optredend verschijnsel dat de hoger gelegen atomaire 
energie toestanden relatief te zwaar bezet zijn (populatie inversie). 

Reynders, J.M.H., thesis K.U.N. (1978). 

6 

In een goed ontworpen continu werkend bezinkingsbassin zullen de ver
tikale dichtheidsgradienten, die als gevolg van het sedimentatieproces 
overal optreden verhinderen dat zich in de horizontale stroming tur
bulenties ontwikkelen. 
Theorieen over het effect van eventueel optredende turbulenties op 
het rendement van de bezinking zijn dan ook irrelevant. 

Dobbins, W.E., Transactions, ASCE 109 (1944) 629. 
Cordoba-Molina, J.F. et. al., Jl. of the environmental engineering 
division, 104 (1978) 1263. 
Wheatland A, Chemistry and Industry (1982) 81. 

7 

Zolang aan een gehuwde sollicitante bij haar sollicitatie indiscrete 
vragen gesteld worden over haar gezinsplanning is van een echt gelijke 
behandeling van beide sex en geen sprake. 

8 

De tijd die in verscheidene onderzoeksgroepen aan instellingen van W.O. 
verstrijkt tussen de initiering en de realisering van een experimenteel 
onderzoeksproject, staat niet in de juiste verhouding tot de lengte van 
het dienstverband van de medewerk(st)er in z.g. langdurig tijdelijk 
dienstverband. 

9 

Te weinig wordt beseft dat een promotie op een experimenteel ond~rzoek 
• 

het werk is van een grote groep mensen, waarvan de promovendus slechts 
de voortrekker(ster) is. 

10 

Bij de discussie over de gasprijzen voor glastuinbouwers in de ver
schillende E.G. landen dient ook de hoeveelheid gas benodigd per 
kilogram produkt betrokken te worden i.v.m. verschillen in gemiddeld 
aantal uren zon en gemiddelde temperatuur. 

11 

Hoe nuttig een goed inzicht in de samenhang tussen natuurkunde en 
maatschappij ook is, toch dient betwijfeld te worden of V.W.O.-leer
lingen dit inzicht bijgebracht kan worden als zowel kennis van de 
natuurkunde als van de maatschappij nog nauwelijks ontwikkeld zijn. 

Eijkelhof et.al., Natuurkunde in de samenleving (1978). 

18 juni 1982. G.v.d. Langenberg-Schenk. 
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